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Senior's Outra.g e Goe From Simmer To Boil
San Bernardino Westside
senior citizen's outrage has
simmered to a boil over the
proposed closing of the
Westside Drop-in-Center, the
West Highland Utilities Payment
Center, and the Dorothy
Inghram Library located in the
Public Enterprise Building. This
is in response to the City's need
Lo find over two million dollars
in revenue to balance the
budget.
The issue of the cuts and closures has left senior citizens
who are the highest users of the
center outraged that again the

budget will be balanced on the
backs of poor, aged, minority
and youth.

Closing Of Utilities
Center Tabled
The Drop-in-Center is gone,
the Dorothy Inghram Li brary
may also be gone, but the
Utilities Center may have a
reprieve thanks to Carl Oemons
a senior citizen activist who met
with the City CounciJ and the
Redevelopment staff to change
their minds about closing the

vital center.
Clemons addressed the City
Council because no one else
would speak out or speak up for
the center. "Councilwoman
Valarie Pope-Ludlam, didn't say
a word to save the center when I
went down to the meeting," said
Oemons.
"The cuts have hit the
Westside very hard," said
Clemons."The Boys and Girls
Club will also be cutback if the
proposal passes," he said. The
Li brary Board will make the
decision on which facilities will
be hardest rut. Their cuts amount

to over $300,000.
25 cent increase in the utilities been built here. However it conBecause of Clemons' action share, thus doubling the revenue tinues to suffer from a lack of
the city council voted on a fo r the center and saving the city and county services. It is a
motion made by Jess Flores, to close to $46,000 that the center grave concern to community
have Craig Graves, city treasur- costs.
residents and this issue is still
er, come up with an alternative.
"I am tired of whenever the another in a long line of crimes
Clemons, however, has come city get in a budget crunch the against the Westside.
up with a couple of plans. The first thing they do is cut the
Councilwoman Ludlam could
Utilities Center is not a liability Westside," said Clemons.
not be reached by press-time.
to the city he contends, it serves
The We~tside is the most Clemons says she is calling a
3,000 persons per month, col- needy community in San meeting at the Public Enterprise
lects the money for 6,300 bills Bernardino, nothing major, Center, today, November 15, at
(o n average) and receives except for a few homes have 1:00.
$18,000 per year from the utilities companies who pay 25 cents
THE CLEMONS PROPOSAL
per bill for the handling by the
1. Increase the handling fees by .25 per utility stub for all
city. One of his plans calls for a
utility companies serviced. Revenue could be increased by
$~ 8,000 per year. 2. Charge a"service fee of .50¢ to pay utility
bills. Revenue would increase another $18,000 per year. 3. RDA
could waive the rent fee for office space. City pays $3,900 per
year. 4. SAVINGS: $18,00018,000 3,900 $39,900 HANDLING
FEES SERVICE CHARGE RENT WAIVED TOTAL SAVINGS

FACTS CONCERNING THE UTILITY CENTER
I. 3,000 person's serviced a month.(average) 2. 6,300 bills
handled at an average of .25¢ a piece and average about $1,500 a
month or $19,000.00 a year. 3. Total cost including our salaries,
supplies and rent (which goes to RDA) projected $59,000.00. 4.
One employee will be placed in vacated position in treasurer's
office, other employee hopeful.(smile) 5. All revenue derived
here go to the 'city Treasurer. 6. These services have been offered
19 years.
OTHER POINTS 1. We have continuously up graded the services. 2. We are bonded. 3. We are located where elderly people
may feel safe. 4. The Major Issue, "the rates" charged Utility
Companies ",ll.as not" been raised from .25 a stub in 10 years. If it
were doubled the revenue would be $38,000.00 and outstanding
cost would be $21,000.00 instead of $40,000 as projected at this
point 5. Check Cashing places charge a fee to accept utility bills.
6. Some charge extra for stamps. 7. Most are located in high for
traffic places 8. None are bonded. 9. Their receipts are not sent
in daily and often lost. This election showed people are tired of
the old and the poor paying for this city/ county, state and nations
progress. This place is used by people all over the city. 10 . GTE
and they will tell you to come here becau.s e of our efficiency.
.,

<

Inland Empire Gets New Area Code

CHILDREN AT PLAY: Para Los Ninos (For the children) is a comprehensive family social service agency
servicing the homeless, transient and impoverished families in the inner city and Skid Row area of Los
Angeles. For More information call: (213) 839 -5334.

PUSH Strives For Better Relationship Between Nike
Amid the explosive headline
portraying Operation PUSH 's
request to meet with NIKE and
the subsequent boycott as
something analogous to
"blackmail" and the cries of
"extortion," "coercion," and
anti-capitalism," one can easily
lose the true meaning of what
we at PUSH hope to accomplish
.in meeting with NIKE. Our
objective is to establish a fair,
reciprocal and mutually
beneficial economical relationship between NIKE and the
African American and minority
communities which have help
make NIKE the giant it is in the
athletic footwear industry.
Countless organizations
before us have used their
collective voice to influence
corporate
behavior.
Environmental groups have put
pressure on the fast food
industry to use an alternate
method of packaging products
that does not harm the
environment, health groups
have asked for warning
m essages on tobacco and
alcohol products t elling of
potential harmful effects, ·and
the American consumer
(through our preference for
foreign made cars) have pressure the American automakers
to build fuel efficient automobiles. PUSH used its voice
to speak on matters of concern

to the African American and
minority community.
Our current focus is on
removing the "zero" factor in
corporate America which is evident in companies such as
NIKE, where you find ZERO
African Americans and m inorities on the board of
directors and in key executive
positions, ZERO African
Americans and minority
entrepreneurs have contractual
agreements to provide legal,
accounting, insurance, banking,
and other necessary professional
services, ZERO dollars are
spent with African American
and minority advertising
agencies,
newspapers,
magazines, radio and television
stations. We are using our voice
and our dollars to help remove
these apartheid corporate
policies.
When PUSH fights for more
business for African American
owned businesses the net result
is more jobs for African
Americans. Statistics have
shown that the majority of jobs
created in the private sector
originate from small businesses.
When banks begin to grow
because of larger deposits they
need to hire more tellers, account executives, customer
service clerks, data entr y
operators, etc. The same effect
occurs in law finns, accounting

African Americans

firms, insurance agencies, and
in every other type of business.
In addition, when African
Americans have representation
on corporate boards and in key
executive positions, we are
better posi tioned to favorably
impact corporate policies and
directions. from , voter registration, job placement, grievance
resolution,
worker
displacement, educational
advancement and economic
empowerment efforts that we
work to help level the playing
field so that competent and
qualified minority businesses
can more effectively compete
in larger business world. We
negotiate on behalf of minority
businesses in those industries
where we have significant
consumer buying power.
We follow a process
developed by Dr. Marti n
Luther King, Jr. and carried
on by PUSH founder Rev.
Jesse L. Jackson. We have always had honorable relationships. We do our search
and then we educate the
community and· the company.
We then attempt to negotiate a
fair, reciprocal and mutually
ben eficial
economic
relationship. We only boycott
if negotiations fail and should
th at happen, we always end
with reconciliation.
PUSH chose to focus on the

athletic shoe industry because
of African American consumer patterns and because of
the growing popularity of
athletic shoes in our communi ties. We began good faith
negotiations with NIKE and
were looking forward to the
next round of meetings when
NIKE
suddenly and
unexpectedly accused PUSH
of being in collusion with
Reebok. The call for the boycott was initiated after
communications broke down
following NIKE's refusal t'o
meet any further.
Our goal and our focus
conti nues to be African
American representation at all
levels in corporate American
including the procurement and
contractin g for goods and
services. We have been
successful in negotiating with
organizations such as Coors,
Burger King Corporation,
Ford Motor Company, SevenUp , and Coca- Cola. These
companies found that it does
make good business sense to
develop stronger economic
relationships with the African
American and minority
communiti es. Our hope is
that NIKE will reach that
same conclusion allowing us
to call off this boycott and to
c ontinue to serve our
community in other areas.

Area code 714 's number is
almost up.
Pacific Bell and GTE
California announced that area
code 714 is running out of telephone numbers, and a new area
code must be introduced in
January 1993.
The new area co :le is 909.
"It's another sign of the explosive population and technology
growth in Orange County and
the Inland Empire," said Pacific
Bell Area Vice President Reed
L . Royalty. "With area code
909, we can meet the continuing
need for residential and business
telephone lines as well as telephone numbers for cellular
phones, pagers, computer
modems
and
facsimile
machines."
Area code 714 has 774 available prefixes. A prefix is the
first three digits in a seven-digit
telephone number. As of
November 1990, 604 were in
use, leaving 170. Typically, 46
prefixes are used each year. At
that rate, the supply of prefixes
would run out by the end of
1994.
Today, area code 714 serves
approximately 4,756,000 telephone lines.
Karen Shaw, GTE California
state director of public affairs,
said boundaries for the new area
code will be announced in
January 1991, after customers
have an opportunity to evaluate
three plans in public meetings to
be held later this month.
The first plan would: Divide
area code 714 at the Orange,
Los Angeles, Riverside and San
Bernardino county lines. Orange
County would keep area code
714. Riverside and San
Bernardino counties would
receive area code 909. Big Bear

Lake, Big Bear and Running
Springs, which are served by
Continental
Telephone
Company, and Claremont,
Pomona and Diamond Bar i[!
Los Angeles County would be
served by area code 909.
Shaw said both GTE
California and Pacific Bell recommend the first plan.
"It makes the most sense
our customers," she said. "It
uses natural borders without
separating cities or communi: •
ties of interest."
The second option would:
Divide area code 714 at the
southeast comer of Irvine. North
and Central Orange County
would use area code 714. Area
code 909 would serve South
Orange, Riverside and San
Bernardino counties.
The last option would :
"Overlay" area code 909 across'
the same geography presently
served by area code 714. Under
this ·plan, customers ordering··
new telephone service would
receive area code 909.
"'
Shaw said the new area code
will not affect the price of calls. •
"No matter where area code '
909 is introduced, the cost of ,.
calls within or across the new '~
boundaries will not change," she ·
said. "Customers who receive
the new area code will keep
their existing seven-digit phone
numbers."
Royalty said customers will
have an opportunity to evaluate
all the plans at public meetings
to be held Nov. 26 through 30 in
Ontario, Brea, Riverside, San
Bernardino, Irvine and Hemet.
Assembly Bill 2889, authored
by Assemblywoman Gwen
Moore (D-Los Angeles),
requires telephone companies to

for -

(conlin11ed on Page 2)
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64°/4 VOTE AGAINST U. S. POLITICS

,!h~ m<:Ji~ ·w@H~~ w1~m
The Inland Empins !fews ia Blacll and WI M

Only about 36% of the voting
age population bothered to vote
in the midterm election. The
non-voting majority has thrown
its hands up and conceded control of the country to a growing
incompetent pool of politicians.
Although it was the lowest
turnout since 1942 the powerful
wedge issue was - as usual race.
Harvey Gannt a very decent
who ran a very decent campaign, lost the Senate race to
Jesse Helms in North Carolina,
underestimated the staying Tony Brown
power of racism.
In a post-morte m analysis, the mind s of some Whites .
Gannt said he underestimated Gannt's losing is no reflection
the effect race would have on on his being Black. He may,
the outcome of his 53% to 47% perhaps be a little naive about
loss to Helms. " We obviously some White people's ability to
may have miscalculated on how judge a Black person fairly.
l said privately before the
much it (race) would play a
election that•Gannt would lose
role."
Asked if he thought he would to Helms. I came to that conclusion not because of any shorth~ve won if he were White.
Gannt said. "I'm never going coming on the part of Ganntbut
to put myself in the position of because election after election
saying that the color of my skin proves that Whites lie to pollis a drawback to whate ver I sters when a B l ack fa ces-off
against a White.
want to do."
Many Whites will say they
I don't think the issue is or
ever was the color of Gannt's are undecided or even that they
skin, rather it is the condition of intend to vote for the Black, But
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T h e Editor

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor,

election after election, we find
that these are closet-White votes
that the White candidate can
count on.
Because the polls called the
Gannt-Helms race even. I knew
that racism had sealed Gantt's
fate. And as 9% of the Blacks
voted for white supremacist
David Duke in Louisiana recently, 6% of the Blacks in North
Carolina voted against Gantt
and for Helms' racist campaign
and 13% voted for Gov. Guy
Hunt of Alabama who wants
Black colleges abolished.
Significantly, Republican
House candidates won 22% of
the votes cast by Blacks twice as many as in 1982.
In Cincinnati, Charles Luken,
a White, beat Kennedy
Blackwell, a Black. in the mayoral race according to one
source because of "his history of
support from Cincinnati's Black
voters." Luken is a Democrat
and Blackwell is a Republican.
But one Black Republican
won his race for congress in
Waterbury, Connecticut in a distict that is only 4% Black. Gary
Frances becomes the first Black
Republican elected a voting
member o f the House of

TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL TVseries can be seen on
public television inLos Angeles
on KCET Channel 28 . Please
consult TV listings or phone station for air time.

African American Civil Rights

A State Senators View
By California State Senate
President Pro Tempore, David
Robert

• I am an African-American woman, 27 years of age. I would like
I have subscribed to the Black Voice News paper for many years
J.o address a problem that is plaguing African-American wome_n. and have enjoyed reading the helpful infonnation your instrument
.,T he problem is "the weave thing."
has provided. However, I was " terribly disappointed with your paper
The decade of the 1990's will
What is "the weave thing"?
when a member of the church called my attention to an article a few
"The weave thing" refers to the increasing number of African- weeks ago regarding "RAP Lyrics." The article in question was be a crucial test of the resolve of
1American women who insist on sewing other folk's's dead hair on against "obtrusive and repulsive " language used in songs by those committed to creating a
more just and equitable society
their heads. This is a concept I simply don't understand . Why on professional RAP groups.
.earth do women feel the need to do this? Why would a woman
I couldn't agree with you more, but I w as appalled over the fact and to the fight against racism,
spend two or more hours in a hair salon and spend $200 or more to that you did not deem the lyric isgusting enough so as not to print sexism and othe r types of bias
them. Because many people
not understand the lyri cs of Rap in our country.
do
downright embarassing to look at an African-Ame ~can music, but consider it just loud ise, therefore what is being spoken
Loc al, state, and federal
woman's head full of fake hair. First of all I have yet to see a weave in the song is not clear to thell). Although some young and old do acti o n will be n e cessary to
that didn't scream "WEAVE!" It is obvious to any persoh with half recognize the words , but to dint such horrendous vulgarity in a assure that our society moves
a
brain that the hair isn 't authentic. It looks so false and unkempt! paper whe re every reader can ~ee, hear and understand was, in my toward g reater equity, fairness
1
: And when I see an African-American woman "toss" her fake "hair" opinion, unethical and unchristian.
and opportunity, and not toward
: the way a white woman "tosses" her hair, it makes me feel very sad
disintegration
and an unwarrantMrs. Editor, I know our youth and adults should be informed of
: for the sister, because she has been brainwashed into thinking that what is available to our young people, but to Spell IT OUT in print ed g rowth of an underclass,
: an African-American woman isn ' t attractive if she doesn't have a was something I could not " digest". 1 asked that those papers be permanently locked out of the
: flowing mane of hair.
taken off the rack at our church. Some things I was taught, are too economic m ainstre~ . To help
. I just wish that African-Americans would stop with the blue, "low-down" vulgar to say.
guarantee a brighter future for
: green and gray contact lenses, hair relaxers and false hair and love
If your intentions were to shpck your reading audience, you cer- all, the federal government must
: themselves the way they are.
tainly succeeded in doing just that, but it would have been better to lead the w ay. It mu st put the
have called a special meeting and expressed your concern s with fo rce of the White House,
Sincerely Lisa Kenney Brooklyn. New York
copies of the Lyrics to pass out to everyone, If eel. Than to expose Congress and the courts behind
such "tasteless" language, to anyone, young or old who read your l egisl ation outlining th is
Dear Editor,
n ation's commitme nt to civil
paper.
rights.
·'
If any "real" parent had asked their child to read the Black Voice
, Billions of dollars of tranquilizers such as Valium are prescribed paper to them and they heard such language being read, the parent
I am c ommi t te d to doing
: for stress and anxiety each year. These mind-altering drugs proved would have immediately snatched the paper from the child in total everything in my power to help
: to be addictive and a growing number of "horror stories" indicate disbelief.
fe deral authorities re co gni ze
: they can actually increase stress and reduce a person's ability to
thei
r responsibili tie s. That is
Mrs. Brown, I applaud your endeavor to raise our level of aware: cope with problems. There are strong links betwen stre~ ~ and the ness and trying to shock our commu 'ti es' consciousness to what's why I a u thored S enate Joint
, heavy use illegal drugs and alcohol. The high levels of stress in our happening; but, please be more tactfu in your approach.
Re solution 62, wh: ch would
: society is one of the biggest barriers in winning the War On Drugs.
ex press th e Cali fo rnia Leg :There are ways for individuals to eliminate stress and gain better Rev. Franklin Kni ~ht
islature 's support of the 1990
: control of their lives without drugs. Solutions in the newly released
Civil Ri ghts Act now pending
:book, Scientology: T he Fundam e ntals of T ho ug ht by L. Ron
before Congress.
Dear Editor
: Hubbard are b_ased on extensive research and offer modern solutions
Senate Joint Resolution (SJR
:to the shell-shock and emotional fallout most people experience in
The recent veto of the 1990 Civil Rights Bill by President Bush, 62) m emorializes Preside nt
;our fast-paced, crime-ridden world. Hubbard was the first to prove and the KKK march in Washington D.C. that followed , should Ge orge Bush and Congress to
•how a change of environment could alleviate stress and othe r impress upon the Black and Latino communities that Black vs. e n act the Civil Ri ghts Act of
;adverse conditions, a simple solution that today is finding a place in Latino fighting such as apparently occurred at Cajon High School is 1990. The resolution passed the
•the medi cal world. Keep this in mind and remember that stress is totally counter-produ ctive and destructive to the cause of over- California Senate. The bill has
:just a lack of control over a situation. This can be handled ... we've throwing white supremacy. It shows there is an enemy to both b een a pprove d by C ong re s s.
Blacks and Latin os that far overshadows any gang affiliation or T he resolution stands as a man,,,:an handled it before!
rivalry-therefore the call must go out to all Black and Latino youth date from California calling for
• Sincerely, Sharyn Runyon
to abandon gangs and band together to fought the greatest "gang" stronger civil rights protection.
war of all-the war against white supremacist oppression, and for Here in California, the Civil
Black and Latino freedom from oppression. The West Coast All- Rights Act of 1990 is especially
Stars got it right when they say "We are all in the same g ang"- crucial.
Dear Cheryl Hardy Brown,
Cali fo rni a 's
A fri can
What a pleasant surprise seeing an article in your newspaper on believe it!
It's time to boycott Coors beer again.The reason--check out the · A m e ri can P o p ulation is the
;Bertram Lee, dated October 18, 1990! The article was well written.
Congratulations and thank you ery much. I plan to send a copy of remarks made by owner William K. Coors on February 24,1984, fastest growing in the nation and
provided to us courtesy of People Against Racist Terror based in merits the protections against
;the article back to Chicago.
; We know Bert well because he was married to our niece, Edith. Burbank in their bimonthly newsletter Turning The Tide "One of racial discrimination and pro:She died suddenly several years ago. His two daughters from this the best things the slave traders did for you was to d rag your ances- motion of emplo yment oppor:marriage visit California often. Indeed, Bert has accomplished much tors ove r here in chains... " also "It's not that the dedication among tuni ti es the 1990 Civil R ights
:and we as a family are very proud of him and join others in congrat- blacks is less- in fact , it's greater. They lacked the intellectual Act would help generate.
c apacity to succ eed ." What???- somebody must have dumped
The Civil Rights Act of 1990
:i.Jlating him on this latest accomplishment.
radioactive waste in his " pure" Rocky Mountain spring water. So is a response to recent Supreme
Cou rt ru lings that m a ny fee l
now you know not to BUY COORS!
Sincerely, MELVA LEDFORD COOKE
Chris Ellis.
have set civil ri ghts laws back
some twenty years. Last year,
909
code
's
boundaries."
Street
Ontario
Wedneday,
Nov.
neeting
can
send
comments
or
five Supreme Court decisions
(continued From Page 1)
questions to:
When
area
code
909
comes
to
28
Riverside
County
Building
narrowed
the scope of Title VII
'. m e e t with c us tom e rs and
R eed L. Royalty Are a Vice pro h ibit ing emplo ym ent disSouthern California in January Supervisors' Board Room 4080
con sider the ir input when
1993, whe re will its bounda ry Le m on Street, 14th F l oor President Pacific Bell 500 South crimination.
pl anning a new area code '·s lines be drawn? Pacific Bell and Riverside San Bernardino City Main South Tower, Room 1Z80
The rulings marked an abrupt
introduction.
GTE California will ask the ir Hall C ity Council Ch ambe rs Oran ge, CA 9 Z668 Ke ith M . d eparture from the S upr em e
"That's why we 're announc- customers in meetings to be held 300 North "D" St re et San Kram er Are a Vi ce Pre si de nt Court's prior history of protecting plans for the new area code Nov. 26 through 30. The meet- Bernardino
Re g ulatory & G ove rnm ental ing the civil rights of our cititoday," Royalty said. "We want ing dates and sites are: Monday,
Hemet City Hall City Council Affairs GT E Californi a One zens. In fact, given the recent
to inform our customers that 909 Nov. 26 7 - 9 p.m.
Ch ambers 450 L atham Avenue GTE Pl ace , R C 3420B rulings concerning civil rights, it
i s coming and in vite th em to
Community Cente r Civic Hemet
Tho u sand Oaks, CA 9 1362 - w ould see m tha t a full scale
help us determine the new area Cente r Comple x 30 3 E. "B"
retreat on civil ri ghts is underCustomers unable to attend a 3811.

/Nf

Representatives in 52 years.
In D. C., Jesse Jackson who
avoided losing the mayor's race
by not running, was elected to
the questionable post of of shadow lobbyist to the United States
Senate - a long way from the
President of the United States.
At least he ' s been elected to
something, he can now boast.
Jackson's "good friend,"
Marion Barry, lost his race for
an at-large seat on the City
Council. In the closing days,
however, Barry had some very
nasty things to say about the
kind of "friendship" that one can
expect from Jackson.
The political turbulence in
this midterm election was everywhere: friend against friend,
Black against White, Blacks for
racists, Blacks for Blacks,
Whites for Whites.
No wonder the majority of
Americans - 64% - decided
to stay at home and igno_re the
entire mess.

way.
The Civil Rights Act of 1990.
would overturn the recent decisions of the Supreme Court and
reinstate
previous
interpretations that have been on
the books over twenty years.
The legislation contains provisions that will ensure more effective civil rights enforcement.
for example the 1990 Civil
Rights Act would provide monetary relief to all victims of intentional
discrimination.
Presently, monetary compensation is only available to victims
of racial discrimination. The
Act would also require employers to justify discriminatory employment practices as "essential
to job performance" and to
study the impact of their hiring
practices on women and minorities.
The importance of the Civil
Ri g hts Act if 1990 cannot be
overstated. Unfortunately, we
live in a society where racial
and gender bias still e xists.
Twenty-six years ago, our lawmakers recognized this discrimination and p as sed the C ivil
Rights Act of 1964.
This act is p art of fulfilling
the American dream by creating
a society where racism and sexism are things of the past.
The Civil Rights Act of 1990
co ntinues the tradition of
condemning bigotry and offering equal opportunity and compensation to all people.
Here in California, the Civil
Rights Act of 1990 is especially
important As we enter the 2 1st
century, C alifo rnia stands at a
crossroads. We can either stand
or multi-culturalism, access, and
opportunity o r w e can watch
California become a state where
minor ities and wo men face
discrimination and have little
control ove r the power structures that determine their lives.
My resolution is a message to
our P resident that the California
Senate stands against discrimination and will fight it with the
ser iou sn ess an d s ev e rity i t
deserves.
On June 2 6 , 1990 , Nel son
M ande la rece ived a s tanding
ovation when he add ressed the
joint sessi o n of the U.S .
Congress. Mande la stood as a
testament to justice and equality
for all people , regardless of
race. Let us hope that Congress
and President Bus h took M r.
Mandela 's message to heart and
will commit themselves to ending racial discrimination right
her in the United States and pass
the Civil Rights Act of 1990.
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Black Won,en Ate More Ovennreight
More than twice as many
Black women in a college educated population were
overweight than a similar
group of white women ,
according to an article by
Lucille Adams-Campbell in
the Journal of the National
Medical Association (NMA)
for August, 1990.
The title of the article is
"Body Fat Distribution
Patterns and Blood Pressure in
Black and White Women."
The study population con-

sisted of a random sample of
women , 93 Black and 88
white, first-year U.S. students
attending the University of
Pittsburgh P a .; P ai ne and
August College, Augusta, Ga.;
and Georgia Southern College
in Statesboro, Ga. during the
1985 academic year. Also
i ncluded were all women
(124) attending Nursing and,
Midwifery School at the •·
Univers ity of Benin , Benin
City, Nigeria.
"The mean ages for Black

and white women were I 8.6 anJ "Nutrition Examination
and 18.9 years , respectively. Surveys (N.H.A.N.E.S. I and
Among the Nigerian women, II) for Black and white U.S .
the mean age was 22.4."
women.
The study also found that
The definitions for obesity
1.5 times more black women and overweight were derived
in the U.S . were overweight from the authopometric meathan Nigerian women . "In surements based on the
addition, Black U.S . women calculation of body mass inwere 5.6 times more likely to dex. Black women in the U.S.
be obese than white women, had the largest mean body
and 8 times more t han their mass index and, in general,
Nigerian counterparts. These had a greater predominance,
find ings are similar to those of upper body fat than whites,
reported in National Health Nigerian women had more

upper body obesity than either
Black or white Am e rican
women in the study.
" As it is hypothesized that
upper body obesity is associated with increased cardiovascular risk, then Black Women
(both U.S. and Nigerian) are
at greater risk than their white
counterparts. In the present
study, a similar positive association was revealed for systolic pressure only. For diastolic blood pressure , t here
were virtually no significant

assoc iations observed in rel ation to body mass -among
women.
The author concluded that:
" Among young Black U.S .
women, being obese or overweight is a major health problem, even among college-educated women."
The National Med ical
Association, headquartered in
Washington, D.C., was founded in 1895 and to day repre sents the n ation's more than
16,000 minority physicians. '
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An Open Letter To The American People.

Burger King wishes to go on record as supporting traditional American values on
television, especially the importance of the family.
We believe the American people desire television programs that reflect the values
theyare tryingto instill in their children.
We pledge to support such programs with our advertising dollars.
I
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Marla Gibbs Says: "Progress Is Always B,eing Made"
Marla Gibbs, the television
actress and producer, urged participants at the 15th anniversary
ceremonies of "The Skanner"
newspaper, to remember that
"Progress is always being made,
even in the middle of chaos!"
In a well-received speech,
Ms. Gibbs stressed that minorities build whatever is needed ,
using whatever resources they
have, "To make our communities what we want them to be."
Ms. Gibbs said: "My quest is
to rebuild the Los Angeles'
Black community. That's what I
am about."
The star of the popular television series, "227," acknowledged Los Angeles' major problems of drugs, street gangs and
. "13 and 14 year-old children
having children."
She said: 'These are our children. We must teach them and
make certain that the schools
teach them what they need to
know to compete in this world."
The publisher of "The
Skanner" newspaper, Bernie
Foster, had especially wanted
Ms. Gibbs to speak with the
more than 600 guests gathered
at the newly-built Portland
Convention Center. "I knew of
Ms. Gibbs' inspirational
development efforts in Los
Angeles and wanted my readers
and supporters to hear about
them also," Foster said.
The popular television series,
"227," has been cancelled, Ms.
Gibbs told the group, adding,
that she's happy though that
'227' ran for five full years.
That was God's blessing and I
thank him for it. Now I'm looking forward to whatever is coming - I know it will be a blessing."
A native of Chicago, Ms.
Gibbs moved to Los Angeles in

Sharron Boone's opening, Councilman
and Trustee Joe Baca Visited the shop.

Balloons-N-Gift Shop Celebrates
Grand Opening In San Bernardino

Marla Gibbs and Bernie Foster Accept Congressional Proclamation
1968, and appeared in numerous
acting roles before joining "The
Jeffersons" television series in
1975. For 11 seasons, her role in
"The Jeffersons" as Florence,
the maid, became an indelible
part of television history.
In 1982 Ms. Gibbs founded
the Crossroads Arts Academy,
"a school for nurturing talent for
young and old" in Los Angeles'
inner city. The Academy has
produced several highly
acclaimed productions, including the play, "227," the theatrical precursor of the television
series. Ms. Gibbs starred as a
housewife on the ~eries until it
was cancelled earlier this year.

On The Money
By Serra Syndication
Giving Homage Where It Is
Due: The Executive Leadership
Council, a network of black
executives, recently handed out
their coveted "Heritage Award"
to Naylor Fitzhugh, who is only
the second black to earn an
MBA at Harvard Business
School. Ironically, Fitzhugh
didn't get to use it until 1965 (32
years later), when he was hired
by Pepsico and went on to lead
the first corporate ad effort
directed at black consumers. The
80-year old business pioneer
was recognized for his "lifelong
contributions to African American
business
advancement."
'Executive Sweet: Sylvia
Rhone has been named as a
CpO of East West America, a
new division of Atlantic Records
in: New York City. With this
appointment, Rhone becomes
the first black woman to head a
m,ijor record label. Formerly
senior vice president/GM of
Apantic Records, she had been
th~ highest-ranking female at
At}antic, and the highest-ranking
bl;ack female in the record
in~ustry. "It would be nice to say
thp.t whether you 're black or
w~ite or a man or a woman
d~sn't make a difference, but it
does," says Rhone, who signed
·oq with Atlantic in 1985 as
di{Cctor of national black music
pr9motion. "I've worked in this
business for 15 years, and I've
had to work harder than my
male counterparts, so it feels like
it's a small victory."
Black Lawyers Get An
Edge: The Resolution Trust
Carp. (RTC), the nation's bailout
agency, has extended a giant
opportunity for minorities and
women to get a much bigge r
share of their outside legal work,
valued at $500 million annually.
The program, which was
developed in 1988, is affording
minority-owned firms, the kinds

of work they had been
previously denied. The program
is set up to counter the fact that
minorities and women have
made little progress among the
country's top law firms.
Congress added steam in the
establishment of the program
with the implementation of its
1988 bailout law, instructing the
RTC to encourage minorities
and women to bid for the
agency's
outside
work.
Additionally, the program is
giving big white law firms a
reason to recruit minority
lawyers so that they too, can
share in the bonanza. (However,
to counter the hiring of "token
blacks," the RTC requires proof
that minorities and women are
actually doing the work). Aside
from fueling a recruitment
strategy, the program is also
encouraged by the number of big
firms that are now copartners
with minority firms to take part
in the opportunity. Average
contracts are estimated to be in
the $2-3 million range (yearly).
Speaking of money... $20 $25,000 weekly is what former
rap star Will Smith of "The
Fresh Prince of Bel Air" is
reportedly earning as an actor
these days .... And if you' re a
single parent within a low
income bracket, you just might
be missing out on an earned tax
credit. That's according to IRS
officials who are concerned that
some working single parents are
filing incorrectly as single
taxpayers and not as "heads of
households." A change in status.
if applicable, could result in a
credit of up to $953 in 1990.
(Single tax-payers are not
eligible for the credit). At any
rate, the IRS has launched a
study into the matter, after it was
brought to their attention that
some lowe r income single
mothe rs, were missing out on
the credit. In the meantime, if
you have any questions, contact
your nearest IRS office.

· While the Crossroads Arts
Academy teaches - and provides a forum for- persons involved in the entertainment
field, Ms .. Gibbs said the school
also instructs students in how to
earn a living within urban
growth areas.
"We are training waiters and
waitresses too, since the hotel
industry is booming," she said.
"So many things can be done
right where you are," Ms. Gibbs
said, "We have the ability to
rebuild our communities."
"The Skanner" presented its
Corporate Involvement Awarp
to Thomas Schropshire, retired 1
Senior Vice President, Mille
Brewing Company. Other

awards were presented for persons who have distinguished
themselves in the areas of
health , education , business ,
community affairs and youth
programs.
A recent congratulatory letter
from President Bush to Foster,
and his wife, "The Skanner"
editor, Bobbie Dore Foster, said:
"I can well appreciate how
much yo ur publication has
meant to the people of your
c6mmunity over the years. It
has been the 'family album• and
a link to the world, a record of
happenings, great and small,
that people care about and want
to remember."

The~ tOUble
With ~SBOS
Selling your home without
the help of a real estate professional might look good on the
surface - after all, you could
save the cost of a commission.
In reality however, it could very
well end up costing you much
more than the commission you
thought you were saving. May I
suggests you ask yourself some
important questions before
deciding to "go it alone."
Are you aware of the legal
requirements connected with
selling a home in today's market? Will you know what to do
if the buyer demands recession
of the sale or cancellation of the
deal? Do you know how to protect yourself in terms of warranties and disclosures? If not,
you could find yourself in trouble.
Are you prepared to negotiate
with buyers? Remember that
bu·yers are adversaries with
goals directly opposite those of
the seller. While you want to
keep the price up, they want to
get the price down. While you
may want to take everything
with you, they may want you to
throw in the refrigerator, curtains, and furniture.
Are you willing to give up
your evening and weekends
waiting for buyers to call or
drop by? Every time an interested party comes by, you'll have
to show them the house. It
doesn't matter if· you're not
awake :vet, a family member
isn't well, or the house is cluttered. In the buyer's mind, there
are plenty of houses to see and
plenty of real estate agents to
show them. If you're not prepared to show your home at

SDB B alloons-N-Gifts,
Forever Flowers by Rita and
Fenix Systems , a computer
sales, and repair business
opened November 2,and 3,
1990, in an incubator located
at 416 N. H Street in Suite 3.
SDB is an offshoo t from
An Evening Affair, said its
owner Sharon Boone. Boone
was in the bus iness of
weddings from the rental of
gowns to co ordinating the
wedding. She still does this
and still has An Evening
Affair, however her new
business allows her to reach a
wider base o f people
including businesses, who are
looking for unique gifts.
One of the hottest gift
ideas is the placing of almost
any gift inside of a balloon.
She also has gift baskets,
with any theme, birthdays,
baby showers, weddings, to
include fruit and gifts.
Forever Flowers by Rita, is
owned by Rita Best. Best is a
first time business owner. Her
business ca me from her
hobby of floral design. As
she showed her creations to
family
memt>ers
and
employees
at
Shay
Convalescant Home, where

Forever Flowers, owner Rita Best
their convenience, they' all probably just look elsewhere. In
addition, when you're showing
your home yourself, you have
of knowing if lookers are really
prospective buyers until they're
actually inside your home.
Can you answer their financing question? Most home buyers
k:11ow little about financing a
h,)me and will expect the real
e:aate agent, or you, to help Mrs. Saul Sliva works on Computer
tl1cm. If you can't, the sale may
be lost.
Is the market hot, warm, or\
cold? In warm or cold markets, '
buyers tend to be particularly
finicky. They want to find the
perfect home at the perfect
price, with a minimum of effort
and stress on their part.
A real estate professional,
should make sure your home is
shown at your convenience and
only to qualified buyers. Also
can handle negotiations so that
both parties are satisfied with
tlie terms of the sale and m:ih~
sure all necessary disclaimers
and warranties are made and
that your sale complies with the
20% off all purchases over $10
legal requirements in your area.
Students & Seniors Citizens get additional 5% off (with ID
Larry Hlines
and a Copy of this ad)

Call 682-6070 to subscribe

SDB Balloons-N-Gifts

Offering : Balloons Bouquets, Gifts in a balloon, talking
balloons, imprinted balloons, gift baskets, Hot air balloons,
and balloon decorating.

416 N. "H" Street, San Bernardino CA (714) 384-1989

to The Black Voice News
L

she works as a nurse, and
they encouraged her io sell
them . She did. She began at
Valley College's Market
Night and met Boone. When
she found out about the space
availble, she and Boone
agreed, she then became the
second business in the three
person incubator. Best does
silk flowers any color, any
design. She also sells arts and
craft
items
including
ceramics.
Saul Silva, makes up the
final business in the space.
Orginally from Mexico.he
attends school and also holds
down anotller job. His wife
helps him in the business, he
took his hobby, repairing
electronic items, and started
the business. He builds made
to order computers, sells IBM
compatable
computers,
services and repairs them and
can network any system.
Fenix Systems Unlimited, is
truly unlimited in what they
repair. He also repairs radios
and VCRs.
The
ribbon
cutting
ceremony
by the San
Bernardino Chamber of
Commerce
was
held
November 2.

\
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Otis L. Jones
EBONY
CREST SALON

Attorney at Law

<Otl\~,.:. <Woman

Mic key

7"';-: ~
.;,;.\I()'

N AIL TECHNICIAN

Medical Group

RIVE RSI0E

'
696 North
"D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401
(714) 888-5579

CA 9 2506

(71 4 ) 6 86· 1290

A Touch Of Class
8151 Arlington Suite Y
Riverside, CA. 92503
(714)353-1909
Anniversary Specials
Curls (Jeri)
$40 M-W
Shampoo sets
10 M-W
Perms/Relaxers 25 M-W
Press-n-Curls
20 M-W
Hair weaving & Braiding Specials

We Offer:

249E ~
S.n S.matdlno. CA 92404

·e. __

CA
• L-Vl•l\ llllHOBBS
OWN ER

....
,"

Blow styles, precision cuts, press &
curl
Curls, Retouches, Cellophanes,
Weaves & Braids
Call For ;4n Appointment:

684-2710

~ ~ - 19'.....c...''

Dt,,loma« o/ American Boord
Of Ob<totncs and Gynooolc)!II

Ofhct Houn
By Appointmenl
S.t & Ew A\/aJable

T!I~

Cg'~ ~ ~

[J,,., '1:io.f,y-9<...,C(,, ,.(( 'D.

Dtounere o/ Amorlcon Boord
Of Ob11..nc, and G,,,n.<o&ogy

Marcille's Hair Design
5922 Magnolia, Rin.rside 684-2710

.,t., ,,ti 'l)

(714) 949. 9,;74
•

r~
~

to <Woman

Obstetrjcs and Gynecology

&111 c)t, ... .i '1)..•

70 2 8 M AGNOLIA AVE

ANGELO F. LEWIS
HAROLDJ.KRAUSE
Own ers

T elophone (714) 881 -1683

• Ca rpo,ate Accounts
• Weddings
• Special Events
• Airport Shut.i.1
• Proms
, Sweet " 16" Presentations • Body Guard & RN's Available

714 872-6380
24 Hr. Service

Mttiieas

!Ria/Jo

!J?eafl.!/

1490 North "'D"' Street
San Bernardino. Ca. 92405
Sales I Loans

23i41 G SUNNYM EAD BL VO.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORN IA 92388
714/242-3414

Ask For
Angelo Butler

714 889-7081

Ceon Jones & Deborah Weathers
.,.-. -=--

DeCarmo Hair Fashions
2589 Main Street, Riverside,

Mike's Emg. Locksmith Svc.

Wave Nouveau - $50.00
Relaxer/Touch-up - $25.00
Haircut - $10.00
Texturizer - $20.00
Cellophane (color) - $20.00
California Curl - $30.00

5225 Canyon Cresl Or.. Ste. 79
Riverside, CA 925 07 (In T owne Ctr)
(71 4) 788-6730
(714) 824 -2060

~

:){_ail, 73y

---,,;

4, ~,~

. ?amela .
.

24 Hr Mobile For All
Your Locksmith Needs

Gary & Kim Jordan

},_1i, ~

.·'l ·· \ "'E7"
.

Bonded

\ I -

I .
: . / ,,,.

Safes. Dead Bohs. Lockouts
Opened or Installed
St Lie No 525853

By Appointment Only
(714) 682-7042

(714) 719-9011

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -......----------------1"""---------- - - -----,j
(714) 684-048 4

M · F 9 0 0 to 6 00
Sa t 9 · 3-00

bnr rn•Hi

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS

SHEILA STOKES. HAIR S'ITLIST

Albert Johnson Jr.
Attorney At Law

GOLF BAG · LUGG-.G E REPAIR
AND SHOE SHI NE PARL OR
52 25 Cany on Cre st Dr. No.79

SAM LEE

n,vers,de CA 92507

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

4166 Almond StTeet
Riverside, CA 92501

(714) 683-1777

Specializing In Black Hair Care
Appointments & Walk-ins

Gogi's Beauty Salon
139 West Foothill Blvd.
Rialto, CA 92376

Salon ( 71 4)875-1581
Home ( 714) 864-4769

Balance
the
Scales al Justice

Fur Accessories
Located "A New Beginning"
Hair Salon 3701 Merrill No. 5
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)686-8210

,n,tll/UI SU.. 'D..ct.14. ;"
' ttorney at Law

ffair

wldl

(Formal Wear)
• t'

His & Hers Jewerly
hers: bracelets, earrings, necklaces,
purses, belts, hair ornaments.
his: bow ties, cuff links, tie tacks,
wris, warmers, gloves.
your choice of fur, mink
in fine shades, also fox,
and racoon.

Tues.-Sat. 12 p.m.-7 p.m.
10 percent off

Rentals &
Sales
• Evening &
Wedding Gowns
• Party &
Prom Dresses
• Furs & Accessories

Wedding Coordinating
For Appud'ltment

Tuxedos available also

•"'

Raymond E. Herndon
Attorney

at

Law

Legal R e present a t i on f or

•Fa m ily Law
• Personal Inju ry
• Criminal Def ense
• Workers Co m p ens ation
3S8 S M ai n Stre e t , Su ite 2 0 2
Riverside, Cali fornia 92501

(714) 781-0507

Call (714) 425-1621

Mina's Fashions
International Ladies Clothing
& Assessories
See the Latest in
New York Fashions
Coming soon:
African Attire - Kente Cloth
5184 Arlington - Hardman Center
Riverside, CA 92501
(714)689-3232

For All Your Christan Needs
Call Evans

Bertha's Beauty
Salon & Boutique

QoeJ-

Boutique

Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices
Petite Tall and Large Sizes
*Better Brand Nam.es

Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique
$10 off w ·ave Nouveau &_Lustra Curls
$5 off Wonder curl & Permanent Relaxers

MEN - W-OMEN - -CHILDREN
·';!.

1338 Massachusetts _A ve. Riverside
Near K-Mart Shopping Center on Iowa
682-1338

.i·

F ace{::J ?Iace -·For 1v'.le n & Women
A painless permanent hair removal method
AskforLAHA

714-3~9-033:1
Complete Skin Qu-e For Mei:i ~d Women

I.,
,I

Uz Claiborne
Calvin Klein Sport
Comme Classic
Carole Uttle
Ellen Tracey
Chris tian deCastelnau

Anne Klein
Wild Rose
Sybil
Miss Ashlee

Charter Club
BISWoman

Just to name a f ew !

Main & Carter Business Center
1045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA9250
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667
Evelyn*Lena*Yvonne*Dorena ready to serve you!
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 All-5:30 PK

1455 West Highland
Suite 14
San BPrnardino, CA
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Tramaine Hawkins Release's New Album
One way to rate a singer is
through the goosebump test:
does the voice raise the hair on
the arm, bring tears to the eyes,
or run a chill down the spine?
Tramaine Hawkins passes this
test with flying colors.
Since the world first discovered Tramaine in 1969 singing
· with the Edwin Hawkins
, Singers, this unique woman has
enjoyed tremendous popularity
with a string of best-selling
albums and countless standing' room-only
performances.
Because of her innovative style,
she has always sought to push
the parameters of Gospel as far
as she could. And when
Tramaine connects with a live
audience, it's an experience
unlike any other. That's why
Tramaine Hawkins Live is her
most remarkable recording yet.
Surprisingly, Tramaine has
never before released a live solo
album. I 'm glad I waited, she
says. It was important to have a
strong concept to carry through

the project. That concept
involved far more than merely
planting herself and a choir in
front of an audience. Tramaine
envisioned a truly epic production.
Recorded this past spring in
the Calvin Simmons Auditorium
on her home turf of Oakland,
CA, Tramaine was joined by a
five-camera video crew, a sixtyvoice choir, jazz and rock legends Carlos Santana , Stanley
Turrentine, and Jimmy McGriff,
dear friends like the Reverend
Jesse Jackson, Danny Glover
and MC Hammer, and nearly
every aunt, uncle, parent, grandparent, child and cousin in her
family. She intended to stage an
event to remember.
Co-produced by Tramaine,
Walter Hawkins and manager
Lee Magid, the album is a sterling showcase of Tramaine's
extraordinary voice and abundant spirit. As always, she relied
on her keen instinct for bold and
imaginative material in selecting

ARE THERE DIFFERENT
LEVELS IN HEAVEN?
QUESTION : Dear Pastor
Woods, Are there different levels in heaven? If so, are they
determined by works, faith,
tithes, or what ?
Y.R., San Bernardino, CA

Tramaine Hawkins

Riverside Mass Choir Holds
. 6th Anniversary Winter Festival
Kenneth Wells and The
Riverside Mass Choir is present' ing their 6th Anniversary and
Winter Festival on Saturday,
: November 17, 1990 at 7:30 at
· Temple Baptist Church, 1583 W.
Union Street in San Bernardino.
• The event will feature Nathan
• Young and Perfect Peace of Los
: Angeles, Voices of Christ Choir
in Los Angeles, L.A. Youth &
'Young Adult Choir (James
• Cleveland, Founder), Arthur
. Dowier, Moreno Valley, and surpnse guests.
Tickets are $7.00 in advance
Kenneth Wells
. and $9 .00 at the door.
• I •
•
Tickets may be purchased at
Special T-0uch Salon in Moreno Valley, and Alice's
Riverside, Evans and Nettles Gospel Records in Rialto.
Gospel Bookstore in San
For more information call
, Bernardino, V.I.P. Records in 889-5339 or 684-7017.
--------------------------,

Celebrate
St Mark To
I
:62nd Anniversary
•

I

!

The St. Mark Missionary Pastor Jefferson calls St. mark
Baptist Church will be celebrat- his home church, has he was
ing the churches 62nd church associate minister here before he
anniversary, Sunday, November was called to pastor in Arizona.
25, 1990.
He was the minister assigned to
,
The entire day will be devot- the youth department, under the
' ed to we lcoming back former direction of the late Freeman R.
1
members, and honoring those Williams, he will bring the mesmembers who have devoted and sage for the afternoon program
committed time and effon to the scheduled for
Sunday,
support of the churches growth November 25, 1990.
of the last 62 years.
We ask any former members
On Saturday, November 24, to please come back and cele1990, th~re will be a prcmusical brate this joyous event with us.
• to also celebrate the anniversary. The church is located at 259
, Several local churches will be east central ave.
in San
, invited to panicipate along with Bernardino. Our Pastor, Percy
special guests.
Harper welcomes all vis itors
The special guest minister also to come and worship with
will be Pastor Welton Jefferson, us. For more information,
of the Mt. Zion Missionary please contact the church, at
Baptist Church of Eloy, Arizona. (714) 885 -2919.

~ Thanksgiving

Eve Service To

· Be Held in San Bernardino
The Eve of Thanksgiving
ervice of the greater San
Bernardino area will be held on
Wednesday, November 21 at
7:30 p.m. This will be the 12th
, annual ecumenical service.
Established in 1979 at the sug1gestion of the visiting Bi shop
!Anthony of the Eastern
1 Orthodox Church this annual
event is hosted by various
congregations in the area. This
year it will be hosted by
, Congregation Emanuel which
is in the midst of commemorating its Centennial year.
The service is sponsored by
'the San Bernardino C lergy
Association and is open to the
:entire community.
The service brings together
'the Protestant, Catholic and
:Jewish religious leadership of
the area. Brief reflections on the
meaning of Thanksgiving will

be offered by seven leading
members of the clergy and
music will be provided by a
combined choir made up of
singers from the various congregations of the area. The hour of
worship is a dramatic witness to
the spirit of harmony and cooperation which prevails among
the San Bernardino religious
community.
Special greetin gs will be
extended by W. R. "Bo b"
Holcomb, mayor of the City of
San Bernardino.
Congregation Emanuel is
located at 3512 North E Street in
San Bernardino. The Sisterhood
of the congregation will host a
reception following the service.
An offering will be taken at
the service to help provide food
for the hungry of the area.
All are invited to attend and
participate.

'

Questions And Answers
by Reggie Woods

Riverside Mass Choir

1
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the album's songs. They m ust
first minister to me, she says. I
have to feel I've experienced
what the song says, that I'm living it as I sing it.
I was on stage for over three
hours, she recalls, and anyone
who knows me knows I give
each song everything I have. By
the last song I was physically
drained, but I felt so rejuvenated
by the love and support in that
room, it absolutely lifted me to
another level.
Of course, as a singer .
Tramaine Hawkins has been li
ing others up to new music
levels for over twenty year
Born in San Francisco an
raised in Berkeley, Tramai c
was raised in the music oft c
church from her earliest year .
Her mother, Lois Dav is, is a
gospel singer in her own right,
and Tramaine 's grandfather,
Bishop E.E. Cleveland, Pasto r
of Ephesians Church of God in
Christ, is one of lhe East Bay's
most respected clergymen.
At age ten, Tramaine recorded her first single, He's All
Right, with the Heavenly Tones,
who were produced by the Iegendary Rev. James Cleveland.
She left the Heavenly Tones at
age 15, when the Sroup accepted
an offer to tour with Sly and the
Family Stone. Instead, she chose
to stay in schoo l and remain
strictly in Gospel, working next
with Andrae Crouch.
Upon graduating high school
in 1969, Tramaine joined the
Edwin Hawki ns Singers, which
had made history with the first
pop crossover Gospel hit, O
Happy Day, that introduced contemporary Gospel lo much of
the world. 'That song opened a
major door, recalls Tramaine. To
be able to say that it was recorded in my grandfather's church
gives me grea t pride. Also ,
knowing the song has been a
source of encouragement and
support through the years has
been a real blessing".
The Edwin Hawkins Singers
also established Tramaine as one
of the finest young singers on
the Gospel scene. Her rich ly
expressive voice.touched many,
and her trendsetting style,
though controversial at times,
kept Tramaine at the forefront of
contemporary Gospel. As to her
occasional blurring of the line
between Gospel and pop, she
says, It has to do with my personality and my creativity. I'm
not one to get stuck in a pattern.
I'm always willing to try something different.
This approach can be heard in
many of her albums . She cut
severa l LPs with Wal ter
Hawkins, the younger brother of
Edwin, and later made her solo
debut with Tramaine and
Determined in the early 80s,
which contained such hits as
How I Got Over, Goin' Up
Yonder, and Changed. She also

made Gospel history with the
heralded Love Alive" series.
I recorded 'Love Alive' in
my grandfather's church while
carrying my daughter, says
Tramaine. It was a very special
time for me. In the mid-80s, she
relea sed a pair of acclaimed
general market albums, The
S1!arch Is Over and Freedom.
Tile single, Fall Down was the
first Gospel song to reach # 1 on
the dance charts, and stirred up a
hornet's nest among many tradition-minded individuals. Said
Tramaine of the controversy, I
never left Gospel music, and
never will. No matter what I do,
I always sing about the Lord. I
know my heart is in the right
place.
After signing with Sparrow
Records in 1988, Tramaine
released theGrammy nominated
"The Joy That Floods My Soul,"
which contained the hits, "What
Shall I Do?" and "Whenever
You Call." The album remained
on Billboard's Gospel charts fo r
more than 70 weeks. She has
also maintained a thriving side
career as an actress, having
appeared as Mary Magdalene in
a production of"Jcsus Chri st
Supe rstar,"
staged
at
Pl1iladelphia 's Lincoln Center,
as well as a production of God's
Trombone," co-starring Ossi e
Davis. Among the many worldc~ass halls she's perfo rmed in
are New York's Radio City, the
Apollo, Chicago's Aerie Crown,
Phil adel phia 's Academy of
M.usic , and the Dominion
Theatre in London.
A call from the Rev. Jesse
Jackson shortly after the taping
of "Tramaine Hawkins Live!"
opened the door for Tramaine to
siJllg at the memorial service of
the legendary Sammy Davis Jr.
tt,er moving performance of
"'N'hat Shall I Do" was seen
anound the world.
As Tramaine continues to
receive offers to perform intermntionally, she remains groundedl in her faith to the One that:,
be:stowed such talent and oppor- '
tu nities to her. "There's no
longevity in fame," she says.
"People need to realize their reason for being. God has called
m,e to do what I'm doing, and
that's far more important than
faime or fortune."
Meanwhile, with the
al bum and full-length conc~rt video of Tramaine
H.awki ns Live!" ready for
umveiling, Tramaine is facing
a v ery busy calendar. Yet the
effort will be well worth it,
be cau s e with this album,
Tram aine has pleased her
toughest critic of all: herself.
"I have alw:lys been very
critical o f my own work,"
sa y the singer. "But every
time I listen to this album, I
sa y, 'Who is that girl?' I
actually ge t goosebumps."
And that says it all.

ANSWER: Heaven is the
abode of God. The scriptures
use the term "heaven" in two
ways : one, heaven describing
the abode of God, and two,
heaven describing the atmosphere above the earth. I believe
you are interested in the heaven
where God abides.
There is no scriptural support
that indicates that we will be
placed in heaven at different levels. Of course, in heaven you
have Jesus sitting at the right
hand of God (Colossi ans 3: 1),
there are twenty-four elders that
are sitting around the throne of
God (Revelation 4), there is an
innumerable host of angels that
surround th e throne of God
(Revelation 5) and then you will
see the saints of God dwell with
God . You must remember that
our ultimate destination is the
new Jerusalem, the City of God
(Revelation 21) that will replace
the present heaven and earth.
The qualifications to enter the
heavenly city is cited by Jesus
Himself' "Blessed are they that
do His commandments, that
they may have right to the tree

by Reggie Woods

of life, and may enter in through
the gates into the city"
(Revelation 22:14).
Finally, the Bible does speak
of a reward system in heaven .
The exact system of this rewarding is not fully revealed to us.
We do, however, know that all
of our works will be judged and
then we will be rewarded accordingly: "Every man's work
shall be made manifest. For the
day shall Declare it, because it
shall be revealed by fire; and the
fire shall try every man's work
of what sort it is. If any man's
word abide which he hath built
thereupon, the shall receive a reward. If any man's word shall
be burned, he shall suffer loss:
but he himself shall be saved;
yes so as by fire".
(1st
Corinthians 3:13-15). If you
have a question that you would
like answered, write: Pastor
Reginald Woods, Life Changing
Ministries, P.O. Box 449, San
Bernardino, CA 92402.

Thanksgiving Dinners To Be

Served at Two Churches
Amos Temple To Hold

Thanksgiving Day Services

Thanksgiving Day Services
November 22, Thanksgiving
Day at 10 a.m. at Amos Temple
2719 11th Street in Riverside.
A community Thanksgiving
Dinner will be served beginning
at 1 :00 p.m. at Rev. Johnny D.
Harris' house, 2657 Prospect
Ave., Riverside, CA.
Everybody is welcome to
attend.

at Mt. Zion Baptist Church will
be
serving
dinner
on
Thanksgiving Day from 12 noon
to 4 p.m. for the homeless and
needy families.
The church is located at 2171
W. Lincoln in San Bernardino
(off of State Street) . For
information call 887-1411.Rev..
H.L. Campbell is the pastor.

Citrus Valley District Ushers News
byG/adysSearcy

The School of Ushering of
the Citrus Valley District Ushers
wish to invite all friends of the
ushers in a Pre-Thanksgiving
Program "Thanking God For
Enabling Themselves To Study
and Better Qualify Themselves
to Serve in Church In the Proper
way." Mrs. Ethel McGee of New
Hope Baptist Church and
District Chairperson of the
School of Ushering announced
at the monthly District Meeting
on the second Monday night,
that the program will begin at
7 :00 P.M. on Friday November
16 and is being held at St. Mark
Baptist Church, 24039 Central
Ave., San Bernardino. The guest
speaker for this program is Rev.
Alvin Hill of New Hope Baptist
Church. Certificates of gradualion will be presented, to the
ushers completing the prescribed number of hours of
training, by the State President
Mr. Johnnie Creighton.
Mrs. Ann Johnson of St. Paul
AME Church and Chairperson
of the District Scholarship

Committee invites everyone to
attend the District's Georgia
Mae Ramsey
Scholarship
Luncheon at 1 :00 P.M on
Saturday November 17 also at
St. Mark Baptist Church. Guests
are encouraged to wear hats.
Prizes will be given for the oldest hat, the most unusual hat,
and the most elegant hat. So
ladies come out wearing your
hats. The theme for this affair is
"Honoring our past investing in
our future. Donations of $6.00
for this program will be used to
give a Scholarship to three
youth or Juni or usher, a high
school senior with the highest
grade point average.
The guest speaker for this
occasion is Ms. Elois Brooks,
Principal of Sierra Middle
School of Riverside , Calif.
Following the delicious Salad
Luncheon and judging of hats,
remarks will be brought to us by
the District President Mr.
Claude L. Giles and State
President
Mr.
Johnnie
Creighton.

ALLEN CHAPEL A.M.E.
CHURCH
4009 Locust Street
(comer of Locust & 10th Street)

Riverside, California 92501
Church (714) 689-9406
Manse. (714) 683-2635
Sunday School ....... 9:30 A.M.
Worship Service •.... 11:00 A.M.
YPD Meeting
, 2nd and 4th Sunday Afternoon
Wednesday
.
,c
Prayer
Meeting
. . . .... 7:00 P .M.
Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr.
Bible Study . . .. .. 7:30-8:30 P .M.
Pastor

Church J!)irectory
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Good News Missionary Baptist I Greater Faith Missionary Bapt.

Perris 5th Street Seventh Day
Adventist
300 E. 5th Street
: Perris, CA 92370

Pastor Jesse Wilson
(714) 657-2798

Saturday Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Morning Worship
4:00 Adventist Youth
Program

(714) 684-7532

Sunday Services

4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Kenneth L. Bushnell. Pastor
Saturday Services
9: 15 - Song Service
9:30 - Sabbath School
11:00 - Church Service
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services
Mid-Week Service
7:00 - Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30 - Friday Evening

Morning Worship

10: 15 am

5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686-1580
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor

Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist

Riverside Faith Temple

5476 34th Street
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
• Rubidoux, CA
Riverside, CA 92507
{714) 684-6480
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors
Sunday Services
(714) 788-0170
9:45 Sunday School
Sunday Services
10:45 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
5:00 BTU
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Worship
6:30 Evening Worship
Rev. O.E. Jones

Saturday Services
9: 15 Song Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Church Service
5:00 Adventist Youth Service ·'

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
· 1385 W. Blaine
Riverside, CA 92507

1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
(714) 684-8782

Macedonia Bapti~t Church
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
887-2138
Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a .m.

(714) 684-9160
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
·

Sunday Service
9:20 Round Table Prayer
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship

Wednesday Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor

Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 A.M.

St. John Baptist
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C. James, Pastor
(714) 784-0000

Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.

San Bernardino, CA. 92405

Mt. Moriah B.aptist
1899 Mariposa Street
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. J. Hardy, Pastor
(714) 780-2240

Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Service

Order of Service
Sunday SchQOI

Sunday Service
1

9:00 Prayer of Consecration
9:30 Sunday School
10:45 Devotion & Worship
5:30 BYPU (1st)
6:00 Evening Worship

St. Paul A.M.E. Church
(714)887-1718
Sunday Worship Service-11 :OOam
Sunday School-9:30am
Vesper Service-7:30pm
Prayer-7:()()pm
Wednesday Bible Study-7:()()pm

Rev. Charles
Pastor

1

>!it
Jf.StlS \5

(714) 899-0777

8:00 Sunday Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11 ;00 Sunday Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbarci
Pastor

19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
(714)780-7110

;

Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship

Bright Star Missionary '
Baptist Church
5306 ODEL
Community Baptist Church
Rubidoux, California
'·' Come Let Us Reason Together' Sunday School - 9:30 am
Morning Worship - 11 am
9:30A.M.
Sunday School
Evening Worship 7:00 pm
Morning Worship 11:00A.M.
Wed. Bible Study 6:30 pm
5:00P.M.
B.T.U.
Pastor K. Solomon
Wed.
PRAYERAND
Williams
7:00P.M.
BIBLE STUDY
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA

350-9646

Read
The
Voice

.Bethesda Mmionary Baptist
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411 ·
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Worship Hour

Come And See M.B. Church
(Temporary location)
Creekside Elementary School
13563 Heacock St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(Mailing Address)
P.O. Box 8282
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(714) 780-7836 or 780-0226
Grand Opening
November 5-26, /989
9:30 a.m. - School OJ Wisdom
II:{)() (J.m. - Morning Worship

Full Lighthouse
Gospel Church
San Bernardino, California

..

.

Evening Worship• 6:00 p.m.
11.JFSDAY:
Prayer Meeting And Bible
Study - 7:00 p.m.
"Everyone Welcomed"

.r.
Rev. Paul S. MunJord,
M. Div., p,'QStor

CAN'T MAKE IT TO CHURCH
KPRO 1570AM

Sunday mornings
at 7:30 A.M.

(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809

Listen to our Radio
Broadcast Ministry

·,Life Changing
Ministries

Ephesian New Testament
Church

"Bible Teaching Church"

SERVICE TIMES:
Hallelujah Servi(.;e ..................9:00 a.m.
Catherdral Worship .............. 11:00 a.m.
· Baptism Service.......................4:30 p.m.(held at Fontana location)
The Great Family Assembly..6:00 p.m.

Sunday Services

New Hope Baptist - Perris

.

Senior Pastor

937 Clay Street
Redlands, CA 92374

Rev. Joel Steward

3153 N. Macy

Brooks,

1168 N. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 381-4885

SUNDAY WORSHIP LOCATION:
ET/WANDA HIGH SCHOOL
13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Chuck Singletoh

",,,ommunity Baptist Church
Redlands

8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
5:30 B.T.U.
· 7:00 Evening Service
. _ _Nursery Services PrQvided

Services Held At:
Kansas Avenue S~D.A Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
WORSlllP SERVIC~
SUNDAY:
Sunday School • 9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship -10:15 a.m.

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino. Calif. 92411

-

Sunday Services

9:00 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship

~ ~~ JoY BAPflST CllllJlclf

Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped
for,seen."
the evidence of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .:..__
things not

16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336

Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
(714) 887-2526 Church

Dr. E. Jones Pastor from Compton, CA

11:00 am - Sunday Service
9.30 am - Sunday School
7:30 pm - Prayer Meeting
6:45 am - Women in Prayer
(Tuesday)

Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
Morning Service - 11:(}() a.m.
Evening Service- 7:(}() p.m.
Wed. Nite Prayer - 6:(}() p.m.
Wed. Nite Bible Study
6:(}() p.m.

1575 West 17th Street

San Bernardino, CA 92411

Sunday

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Bible Study - 7 :45 Wednesday

2883 7th Street
10 a.m.
Riverside, CA 92507
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
784--0860
Wednesday Bible Study/
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m.
Sunday School - 9:20 a.m.
Morning Service - 11:15 a.m.
Pastor Rev. R.A. McKinley
Evening Service - 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights
Bethel A.M.E. Church
at 7:30 p.m. & activities for the
1616 Baseline Ave.
children.
Fontana, CA 91335
(714) 350-9401
Temple Missionary Baptist
Church
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

9: 15 am
10: 15 am

Service for Praise
6:00 pm
(Sunday Evening Workshop)

(714)887-4864

Refreshing Spring Temple

Sunday School
Devotional Services

New Hope Baptist, S.B.

7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
Leonard C. Coes Pastor
(714)688-7872

420 East Stuart Ave .
Redlands, CA 92374
Rev. A. Green, Pastor
(7,14) 793-1074
Sunday Worship
9: 15 A.M. - Church School
10:30 A.M. - Morning Worship·

. 2911 9th Street

Park Avenue Baptist Church .

Kansas Ave. SDA Church

Second Baptist, Redlands

Second Baptist, Riverside

4104 Park Ave.
· 6021 Liminite Ave.
P.O. Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor (714) 788-2500
(714) 787-8667
Sunday
Sunday Services
11 :00 Sunday School
9:00 Song Praise Service
12:30 Worship & Praise Service
9:30 Sunday School
11.:00 Morning Worship

Thursday, November 15, 1990
Anticoch Baptist

(Comer of Walennan and Baseline)

Pastor Reginald Woods

- Outreach Ministries -

823-3400

Rev. Emory
Pastor

James,

16286 Foothill Blvd.
Fontana

Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm:

Jesus Christ will make a difference in your life.

OS TEMPLE CME
2719 11th Street
(714) 683-1567
Worship Services
Morning Worship........... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ..•.......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........• 11:00 a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday. ... ........ ... : 6':30 p.m.

Rev. Washington, Pastor

Listen To Bro. Roy
Call (714) 792-0951

KUOR
Gospel Radio
Sunday
2 Midnight
9
A.M.
89.1 FM

,

For God's Good Ole ,
Gospel Music
Produced By:
Rev. H.H. Hu'Bbard
· Pastor of Redlands
Community Baptist Church

Entertainment
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Stephen King Hits Again With IT FUTURE: 1990s
byNabaKubi

No one is better able to
aint the picture of ultimate
vii than best-selling author
~tephen King, who, for years,
has terrorized literary and
,movie audiences with his spei al brand of spine-tingling.
~upernatural fiction. With
,'Stephen King's IT," the masier's masterpiece comes to life
as a small town is i_>lagued by
a series of mysterious child
disappearances . When a ragag group of seven misfits
pand together to destroy the
evil force living behind the
:facade of a children's clown,
~hey vow to bame it together
:pnce more, should it ever
return. Now, 30 years later,
~ IT' has indeed returned,
'bringing with it a new wave of
,terror and destruction. These
•6even childhood friends must
}eunite to fulfill a 30-year-old
)>romise, and in so doing, face
•once again their greatest per:sonal fears.
"Stephen King's IT," a four•hour mini-series, will air in
'two parts on the ABC
·l 'elevision Network, beginning
'on Sunday, November 18
(9:00-11 :00 PM) and concluding on Tuesday November 20
(9 :00-11 :00 PM) . "Stephen
King's IT" stars Harry
;.nderson, Dennis Christopher,
Olivia Hussey, Richard Masur,
Annette Q 'Toole, Tim Reid,
john Ritter and Richard
jhomas, with a special guest
jlppearance by Tim Curry as
fennywise the Clown.
~ Derry, Maine is a typical
~ew England small town, and
fhe perfect place to raise a
family. However, as a new
,siecade, the nineties, is just
peginning, an ominous force
:;eems to hold the town in its
~ rip. The senseless murder of
jl small girl is the latest in a
1eries of unexplained child
lcillings that are of particular
t oncern to town librarian

In the 1990s, the discovery of
True African history and culture, will become the number
one issue among African
American youth. This will continue to affect the social order
on all levels of thought in
America. As African American
youth learn more about their
true history and culture, their
positive self esteem will gradually increase, and they will
strive to attain greater prosperity
and success in the economic,
social, and cultural environment.
We will continue to see the
further breakdown of America's
public education system, leading to a total restructuring process in some areas. The growing
controversy pertaining to the
omission of True African history from history books in
American schools will continue
to escalate. The very low self
esteem of many African
Americans, is a direct result of
being told a countless number of
times, that their ancestors never
made a significant contribution
to the positive advancement of
world culture. This misinformation has been perpetuated by the
American media, as well as
through the American education
system,
since
African
Americans were brought to
America as slaves by
Europeans.
Art Censorship, is also becoming one of the most controversial economic and social issues of the 199l's in America.
George Orwell, in his haunting
book "1984", wrote about the
freedom of expression and artistic creativity of American citizens being threatened going into
the twenty first century. One of
the code phrases for this alleged
censorship movement, is "Big
Brother".
An increasing number of
politicians and law enforcement
officials across America, are
taking it upon th_e mselves to
decide what books should be
read in public schools, what
recorded music should be sold
in retail stores, and what paintings should be exhibited in public places. The individuals and

.c
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The Lucky Seven- (Clockwise from left:) Marlon Taylor as Young Mike, Brandon Chase as young Ben,
Ben Heller as young Stan, Seth Green as young Stan, Seth Green as young Richie, Adam Faraizl as
young Eddie, Emily Perkins as young Beverly and Johnathan Brandis as young Bill

Mike Hanlon (Tim Reid). He's
faced this kind of evil before,
and knows it to be an almost
unstoppable inhuman force .
He also knows what he must
do, and begins locating and
calling his boyhood chums
with
the
dreadful
news- 'IT's' back.
As Mike contacts each of
his former pals, we learn ,

through a series of flashbacks,
how each of them confronted
their most horrible personal
fears when they encountered
Pennywise the Clown thirty
years earlier. These fears are
deeply rooted, and facin g
Pennywise once again means
not only facing each other, but
once again their most dreaded
personal anxieties. Now, each

member of the 'Losers' Club,'
as the group was once known,
must decide whethe r or not to
keep his Childhood promise
and retu rn to De rry to face
this ho rrific embodimen t of
evil, risking his own li fe in the
process. Much is at stake here,
as each member of the original
group has gone on to lead suecessful and productive lives.

II

~Maxi Priest Is A Bona Fide Hit "Deadwood Dick" A Live

: Maxi Priest's debut single.
.. Close To You," fro m his new
lbum Bonafide is pulling off
Jhe crossover feat of the year. It
is currently generating massive
, adio air play around the country
• nd is at the top of Bill board's
,&band pop music chans.
Now in 1990, Maxi Priest re'1Jms with his latest album on
piarism Records. Working with
• host of powerful producers, ·
including Grammy-award winners Jazzie B and Nelle Hooper
the creative forces behind Soul
lI Soul) and Jamaican producers
teoffrey Chung and Sly
t)unbar, Maxi has delivered his
nest work to date, the songs on
onafide prove that Priest is

groups attempting to do this are
being referred to by some, as the
''Thought Police".
The alternative media will
continue to attract a larger audience, while the mainstream
media becomes more homogenized and bland in their reporting of current event's the alternative media is providing their
audience with a deeper insight
of what is really taking place in
the social, economic, and cultural environment. Those in media
ownership and management
positions who choose to "play it
safe", will find themselves
being left behind in the 1990s.
Because of this trend among
mainstream media conglo•. erates, they are losing an increasing number of talented journalists to the alternative media.
The competition between the
mainstream and alternative
media will become even more
fierce throughout the 1990s, and
into the twenty first century.
Rap music, will continue to
increase in worldwide popularity. This musical and cultural phenomenon, originating in
African American urban areas,
is now being embraced the most
popular music among the youth
in Japan, and its popularity is
also increasing throughout
European and Third World
countries. Some Rap Artists
will continue to be singled out
because of the lyric content in
their songs. Some say that the
attempted censorship of Rap
music, is convert racism in disguise against in disguise against
the growing success of African
American youth, also violating
their constitutional right of the
Freedom of expression, no matter how offensive it may be to
some.
From another perspective in
the Rap musci culture, there is
an increasing number of Rap
Artist using Rap, to convey positive messages to their listeners.
Some of these Rappers are also
using Rap to educate African
American youth about their true
cultural heritage and history,
dating back to the great ancient
city of kem (Egypt) in the Nile
valley in Africa.

equally at home with tender,
emotive ballads like "Space in
My Heart," gospel-tingled anthems like " Prayer for the
The Cajon High School Little
World ," and exciting dance Theater presents the western
tracks such as "Never Did Say melodrama Deadwood Dick, by
Good-bye," as he is with infec- Tom Taggart, under the direction
tious reggae/r&b/pop raps like of Marlene Taber November 14his current his single, "Close to 17, 1990. An evening perforYou."
mance will be held on Friday at
Bonafide is prqof positive 7:30 p.m. Matinees will be on
that Maxi Priest is at the fore- Wednesday, Thursday, and
front of a generation of fresh, Saturday at 12:30 p.m. Student
young artist who have reinvest- tickets are $1 and adult admis ed reggae music with new life sion is $2. Senior Citizens will
adding an r&b and pop sensibili- be offered the discount price of
ty that exudes universal appeal.
$1 . For information, call Mrs.
Taber at Cajon High School at
886-5331.
Student Cast Donny Brisco,

Western Melodrama

Voice Ads Work

(

Tyeisa Brooks by, Deserae
Cadd el, Cind y Cates , Jason
Cole, Marc Coln, Tamar Conley,
Ralph Connau ghton, Tania
Davison, Meia Fisher, Yvonne
Gayton, Fe rn ando G riggs,
Daniel Gross, Damon Hale ,
Betsy Harri s, James Jenny,
Ashe r
Jud ilia,
Rolyn
Kristoffe rsen, Kari Lawrence,
Charles Lee, Dem etrious
Massingale, Joanna Metz, Alex
Moreau, Andrea Pinegar, Lydi a
Rash , Deserae Scott, Janice
Smith , Christy Stewart,
Elizabeth Wilson, Tim Young,
Amy.
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The Swan's will present the
1990 Debutantes in a Grand
Ball, Saturday, November 17th
at the San Bernardino Hilton
Inn.
Presentation - 8:30 p.m.
Dancing - 10 p.m. - I a.m.
Admission by Scholarship
Donation - $30.00
Admittance by Formal Attire
Only.
1990 DEBUTANTES ARE:
Mialeeka Bibbs, Keisha Blair,
Lanika Brown, Tanisha Cooper,
Damensha Garrison, Colisha
Green. Charmeen Hammond,
Djuana Harris, Jarilyn Jones,
Lavonia Jones Rosaland Odell
1990 Debs
and Cicely Sweed.

MissJ:J,lack R~verside -Scho,larstiip,: Pag~ailt
Black Future Leaders
Announce
Fundraising
Activities
Saturday, November 17 is a
big day for college bound youth
and their supporters.· Members
of Black Future Leaders will be
conducting two separate
fundraisers that day, proceeds
from which will assist in paying
for the BFL summer workshop
and retreat held for one week

Riverside Drug Program

Holds Meeting In Indio
The Riverside County
Advisory Committee on Drug
Abuse (CACDA) will meet
Friday, November 16, 1990
12:00 p.m., at Indio Drug Abuse
Program, 83-912 Avenue, Suite
9, Indio, California.

Minorities Foundation
Seminar To Be Held
The United Minorities
Resource Foundation will host
an
informative
~eminar,
November 17, 1990 from 8:00
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the
Sherman-Indian High School,
9010 Magnolia Street in
Riverside. Cost is $45.00 for
pre-registration and $50.00 at
the door.
For more information call
(714) 683-5120.

Transportation Service
Offers Same Day Service
The City of Riverside Special
Transportation Program will be
offering same day service to
medical appointments and 24
hour service for sen iors and
handicapped through a pilot project made possible with Measure
A funds.
The 3 month pilot project tentatively scheduled to start the
first week of November will
allow -seniors who have purchased a 20 ride ticket to utilize
either the mini-bus or the local
taxi cab service for medical
appointments. Subsidized fare
for seniors and handicapped will
be 45 cents. Tickets will be
available for purchase at the
Park
and
Recreation
Department, 3724 Tenth or at
Dales Senior Center, 3936
Chestnut;or you may write to
Special Transportation at 8095
Lincoln Avenue, Riverside, CA
92504.
For more information abo ut
this program call 687-8080.

each summer at California State
University San Bernardino. The
first event is a CAR WASH
being held from 9:00 a.m. until
3:00 p.m. at the Century 21
Ability Realty parking lot located on the southwest comer of
Riverside Avenue and Baseline
in Rialto. The charge is $3 for
cars and $5 for trucks and vans.
On that same Saturday, Black
Future Leaders will begin their
IF YOU'RE ONE OF
THE LUCKY INDIVIDUALS WHO WILL EXPERIENCE A JOYOUS HOLIDAY SEASON THEN
PLEASE
THINK OF
THOSE IN YOUR COMMUNITY WHO WONT UNLESS YOU HELP!
RIGHT NOW, THE SALVATION ARMY'S CUPBOARDS
IN
SAN
BERNARDINO
ARE
NEARLY BARE OF FOOD,
WHICH LIMITS ITS
DAILY FOOD DISTRIBUTION TO THE NEEDY.
IF THIS IS ALREADY A
PROBLEM, CAN YOU
IMAGINE WHAT IT Wil..L
BE LIKE WHEN THE
HOLIDAYS
ARRIVE?
HOWEVER, YOU CAN
CHANGE THIS SCENE IN
SUCH A SMALL WAY.
DONATIONS OF CANNED
GOODS OF ANY VARIETY WILL ASSIST THE
SALVATION ARMY WITH
BOTH ITS HOLIDAY
FOOD BASKETS AND
DAILY FOOD BASKETS
TO THE NEEDY IN THE
SAN
BERNARDINO.
WONT YOU PLEASE
HELP YOUR NEIGHBORS?
FOR
MORE
INFORMATION CALL
THE SALVATION ARMY
IN SAN BERNARDINO AT
888-1336. THE CHURCH
IS LOCATED AT 746 W.
5TH STREET.

All qualified young women between the ages
op7 - 21 are being invited to apply for an application to participate in this event. Participants
must show proof of enrollment ih school and must
have never been married or have children.
She musfbe physically fit enough to participate
in a strenous dance routine and have the ability ·.
and necessary requirements to meet the National
"Miss Black" Pageant criteria arid reside in
Riverside County.
.
Judging will be done in the following cate- .
gories:

L -Poise and carriage (Evening : Gown
Co~petition) 2 . Talent 3. Written' Essay 4;
Physical ~eserice (S~m Suit competition}
.
A meeting for all interested _young\ladies and'
their parerits will be held on Tuesday; N9vem~r
20, 6:00 p.'m. at the Bunker Hill Apartments Chit>'
House 5475 Canyon CreslDriv,y; Riversidti': : / .. %f;i
For an directions and/or fuit:hednfonnatiotj;i
contact Toni Jackson-Williams;'f>ageant Dffe8t~i: ~
at 686-3316 (leave a message). The themeior·t.his•
year's pageant will be ., ''Lo9king>tFot;"1'ar~;
Remembering the Past.'',
"' · · ~ ··

Times ve changed.
And today, tfie time you
' have to cook for your family
I
gets less and less. But, you
.
I
can cqunt on one thing
to stqy the same- Kraft's

exc~lent quality.

·
f

:, .;.

-;

We've made it our business to ·k eep pac,r wtth)1ot,.1 in
·these changing times by offeri~g consistentJy:igJr:,d/la;ting
food products. And cor,J,enJe~t'' n:tiw·
·i

ways to prepare tlie~. J'; ttnrtf1J1e~v•.·.
been doing itfot ·75 years:
~.
xi,,

will arrive . He will parade
around the interior of the mall
along with his holiday character
friends and then take his place at
Center Court ready to listen to
the wishes of good children
every where. Santa will also be
~iving each visitor a 'You paint
tt poster' and a 'Santa Claus
sucker. ' Both 35mm and
polaroid photographs are available for purchase. Prices will
vary according to the package
preferred. Santa will be at Tyler
Mall through December 24th.

,.·

~•'

Caring homemakers ·
have come .to ·expect
nutritious,· high.-quality

Jqoq~ /rom Kraft. -,

Tyler M·a ll Anxiously
Awaits Santa's Arrival
RIVERSIDE - Tyler Mall is
>reparing for the holiday season
n traditional style. On
~ovember 17th and continuing
.hrough November 21st, chil1ren can visit with one of three
1oliday characters; RUDOLPH
rHE REINDEER, FROSTY
rHE SNOWMAN or the
famous CHRISTMAS TREE.
Photos are available for pur; hase with these characters
:>ring your own camera. Then on
November 23rd at 11:00 a.m.
the jolly. white bearded, gentleman himself, SANTA CLAUS,

first day of participation in the
city-wide Curb Painting
Program. Youth dressed in
orange city vests will paint your
address on your curb. BFL
youth will also be painting
curbs on December 1 and 8, as
well as on January 12 and 19.
Please watch for BFL youth in
your area. For more information
about BFL fundraisers call Pam
Fisher at (714)875-6280.

•I
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For people wh like to smoke ...
·~ Ph,hp Moms Inc. 1990

Available in
Menthol and
Regular.

.
'

·Lights Reg.r 11 rng ·..tar," 0.8 mg mco11ne- Men.; 11 rryg
"iat'; 0.9mg mcotme- lOO's Men.: 16 mg "tar." 1.2119

~•c6Jme- Reg : 17 mg "tar," l.2 mgrncouneav. per "'
c1garetle. by FTC method.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking '
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.

-
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hicken Soup Goes South of the Border

Here's a shortcut recipe for a spicy
version of chicken noodle soup that's
a meal in a bowl. Whether you're
preparing a Tex-Mex fiesta for friends
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t o r satisfying your family, they're sure
to enjoy the unexpected addition of
tortilla chips, cheese, and chilies to
the traditional chicken and noodles.
Monday night football fare, at its very best, is light, great-tasting, This recipe is also chock full of
fuss-free to fix and easy to eat in front of the television set . Serve-yourself delicious vegetables: corn, tomatoes,
00 S
"finger foods" prepared well in advance of kickoff are a winning game plan and green onions.
for fans who don't want to miss a minute of the action.
The base of this recipe is a packNext game night, keep armchair quarterbacks cheering with First Down aged side dish such as Lipton®
Drumsticks, a light, full-flavored main dish that elevates everyday chicken Noodles and Sauce - Chicken Flavor,
legs to superstar status. Basted and baked with a blend of honey, soy which includes many of the spices
sauce and ginger, the spicy/sweet drumsticks rely on mild, medium or hot that give this dish its balanced flavor.
PACE® picante sauce for their garden-fresh flavor and t ongue-tingling Just add garlic, chili powder and
jalapeno "heat.'' Weighing in at only about 100 calories per drumstick, these oregano for that Tex-Mex touch.
tasty treats are ideal for fitness-conscious fans and calorie counters, too. Serve Chicken Noodle Tortilla Soup
Serve them hot or chilled with a loaf of crusty bread and a plate of colorful with corn bread and Mexican beer for
cut-up vegetables and the meal's complete in no time.
a quick and delicious Tex-Mex meal.
For additional recipes with the rich, full flavors that make healthy eating
easy, write for "PACE®Picante Sauce Light & Healthy Recipes," a colorful Chicken Noodle Tortilla Soup
collection of great-tasting, easy-to-prepare recipes and serving s uggestions.
2 tablespoons oil
For a free copy, send your name and address to: PACE® Picante Sauce
3/4 pound bonelss skinless
Light & Healthy Recipes, 3484 West 11th Street, Houston, TX 77008.
chicken breasts, cut into
First Down Drumsticks
bite-size pieces
1/2 cup sliced green onions
3/4 cup PACE® picante sauce
1/2 to 1 teaspoon grated fresh
1-1/2 teaspoons chili powder
1/4 cup honey
ginger, as desired
1 cup shredded Cheddar
occasionally, 10 minutes or until
1/2 teaspoon oregano leaves
1 tablespoon soy sauce
12 chicken legs, skin removed
or
Monterey
Jack
cheese
noodles are tender. Just before
5
cups
water
Combine picante sauce, honey, soy sauce and ginger in small saucepan;
serving, stir in corn and chicken
(about 4 oz.)
1 can (14-1/2 oz.) whole peeled
bring to a boil. Reduce heat; simmer 10 minutes. Place chicken in greased
In 3-quart saucepan, heat oil and mixture; heat through. To serve, top
tomatoes, undrained and
shallow baking pan; brush with half of picante sauce mixture. Bake at 350°F
cook chicken, green onions, chili with tortilla chips and cheese. Makes
chopped
for 20 minutes. Turn; brush with remaining picante sauce mixture. Continue
powder and oregano over medium- about 6 (1-3/4-cup) servings.
1 package Lipton Noodles
baking 20 minutes or until tender. Serve warm or chilled with additional
For more great recipes, send check
high heat, stirring frequently, until
& Sauce - Chicken Flavor
picante sauce. Makes 4 to 6 servings.
chicken is done; remove and set aside. or money order for $1.75 made
1 can (4 oz.) chopped green
Into saucepan, add water and payable to Thomas J . Lipton Comchilies, undrained
1 teaspoon garlic powder
tomatoes; bring to a boil. Stir in pany to: Shortcut Cooking with
1 can (7 oz.) whole kernel corn, noodles & chicken flavor sauce, Lipton Side Dishes, P .O. Box 4154,
fter decades of experimenting
chilies and garlic powder. Continue Syosset, NY 11791. Allow 6 to 8
drained
with cuisines from all over the
Tortilla chips, coarsely broken boiling over medium heat, stirring weeks for delivery.
world, Americans are looking to
their own regional specialities and
serve company.
food traditions with new appreciaFor more great recipes with Wishtion. Restaurants known for their
Bone Dressings, send a check or
innovative menus and creative
money order for $1.75 to: Wish-Bone
chefs are now including American
specialty dishes on their upscale
Salads Plus Much More, P.O. Box
menus.
4154-NR, Syosset, NY 11791. Make
The Frozen Vegetable Pie Sucheck payable to Thomas J . Lipton
preme is a good example of the kind
Company. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks
of old-fashion ed American dish
for delivery. Offer lasts until supplies
which has made a contemporary
are depleted.
comeback. A mixture of frozen vegetables are the chefs choice to add
Fettuccine with Roasted
fresh flavor to this pie's creamy
Red Pepper Sauce
Top your summer pasta dishes grill. Whichever you choose, this
filling. Because frozen vegetables
with
a
creamy
blend
of
roasted
red
3
large
red peppers*
simple and flexible dish will provide
are flash frozen within hours of
peppers and herbs. This recipe for a change-of-pace meal with pizazz
being harvested, they are often more
1/2 cup whipping or heavy cream
flavorful than fresh produce.
"Fettuccine with Roasted Red Pepper that's fast and fancy.
1/4 cup Wish-Bone Italian
So-called fresh produce is often
Sauce" can be made from scratch or
Dressing
Sweet red peppers and cream
harvested early and allowed to ripen
whipped together in minutes in the are complemented by the savory
2 tablespoons chopped fresh
off the vine as it travels to marketblender using prepared roasted red herbs and spices in Wish-Bone
basil leaves**
which sometimes takes several
peppers. This is a great way to Italian Dressing. All the spices
Salt and pepper to taste
weeks. As vegetables age between
keep your kitchen (and yourself!) required except for the basil leaves
1 package fettuccine or medium
vine and table, their natural sweetcool despite the summer heat.
egg noodles, cooked and
are already included in the dressing.
ness turns to starch and some of the
If you choose to roast your own Just add salt and pepper to taste
drained
nutrients are lost, making them less
peppers, they can be prepared in the and grated Parmesan cheese for a
Grated P armesa n cheese
flavorful and not nearly as nutri oven, oh the broiler rack or on the piquant dish that's elegant enough to
In large alummum-foil-lined baktious. Frozen vegetables are individually quick frozen at the peak of
ing pan or on broiler rack, place
thei~ season , locking in flavor and
peppers. Broil, turning occasionally,
nutrients.
20 m inutes or until peppers turn
There are a wide variety of frozen
almost completely black. Immevegetables to choose from like a
diately place in paper bag; close bag
Tuscany blend, a Mexicali mix, a
and let cool about 30 minutes. Under
Southern style vegetable medley or
cold running water, peel off skin,
stewed vegetables. Or, you might
then remove stems and seeds.
want to create a frozen vegetable
In food processor or blender, process
mixture of your own with some of
prepared peppers, cream, Italian
t he new exotic varieties like frozen
CHICKEN VEGETABLE PIE SUPREME
dressing, basil, salt and pepper
artichoke hearts, fordhook lima
beans or designer baby carrots. Ex- 1 package (10 oz.) or 2½ cups
until blended. Toss with hot fettuc½ teaspoon marjoram or
periment with different frozen vegecine and serve with cheese. Makes
frozen mixed vegetables or
oregano, crushed
table mixtures to add a new twist to
about 4 main-dish servings.
frozen vegetable combination
Dash each ground nutmeg and
the pie each time you make it.
of your choice
pepper
*Substitution: Use 2 cups draine
Best of all, culinary experts find ½ cup frozen chopped onions
2 cups (about ¾ lb.) cubed,
roasted red peppers.
frozen vegetables a time-saving con- 3 tablespoons butter or
cooked chicken
venience which does not compro**Substitution: Use 2 teaspoons drie
margarine
2 tablespoons dry sherry
mise their cooking. Frozen vegeta- 3 tablespoons flour
basil leaves.
Pastry for 2-crust (9-inch) pie
bles eliminate the need for peeling, 1 can (14½ oz.) or 1 ¾ cups
I eggyolk
Also
terrific with Wish-Bone
chopping and rinsing- and they are
chicken broth
1 tablespoon water
Robusto Italian, Blended Italian,
also economical.
Herbal Italian, Lite Italian or Classic
For the free brochure, "Frozen
Vegetables- Freshness In A Snap,"
Saute vegetables and onions in butter about 3 minutes. Gradually stir in
Dijon Vinaigrette Dressing.
·ust send a self-addressed, stamped flour. Lower heat, cook and stir 1 minute. Add chicken broth and spices.
envelope to The Frozen Vegetable Cook and stir until mixture thickens. Add chicken and sh erry and heat
Coun cil , 1633 Broadwa y, 27th thoroughly. Spoon into 4 (1 ½ cups) individual oven-safe baking dishes.
Floor, New York, NY 10019. Try Roll pie crust into 4 pieces 1-inch larger than the dish; place over chicken
thi s quick and easy Frozen Vegeta- mixture. Crimp edges and cut vents in crusts. Beat egg yolk and water;
ble Supreme Pie for a truly Ameri- brush over crust. Bake at 425"F. 20 minutes or until crust is browned. Cook
Crisp days signal the beginning of
can taste experience.
5 to 10 minutes before serving. Make3 4 servings.
the holiday season. The weeks ahead
promise cozy family gatherings complemented with delicious desserts.
The flavor and aroma of homemade
cakes are a wonderful way to welcome the holidays. The care you
put into baking a special cake adds
to the celebration of this glorious
season.
"Quality ingredients are essential
to the flavor and appearance of
/ = ~ 5homemade cakes," says Marcia
Copeland, director of the Betty
umpkin is commonly associated
Crocker kitchens.
with autumn and harvest-time,
"For added confidence, make sure
it h popular usage as a candle-lit
your baking powder and spices are
ecoration or as a pie ingredient.
fresh. And rely on products specifiat is less well known is that
cally designed for cake baking, such
u mpkin is believed to have origias Softasilk cake flour. Its finely
nated in Nort h America and that
milled texture creates delicate cakes
this nutritious vegetable became a
with melt-in-your mouth tenderness.
staple in the diets of t he early
Let this moist Pumpkin Cake Roll,
colonists.
Colonial Pumpkin Spice Cake is
with a tasty frozen yogurt filling take '
a delicious way to celebrate our
center stage on your holiday table.
heritage fro m Columbus Day to
S erve it elegantly on your favorite
Thanksgiving. Rather than using
platter . Garnish the cake with whole
the colonial preparation method of
walnuts and fresh ivy.
This holiday season let your table sparkle with this luscious dessert
prepa ring pumpkin recipes over an
For year-round celebrations , that combines pumpkin, a traditional holiday favorite, with a frozen
open fire, we have t he space-age
write for your copy of the Softasilk yogurt filling.
t echnology of t he microwave oven
"Cakes for All Occasions" booklet.
and a "baking" time of only 15
Heat oven to 375°. Line jelly carefully roll cake and towel fro
mi n utes! Whirlpool Co rpo ration
Send 75 cents for postage and
home economists su ggest serving
han dling to: Cakes, P.O. Box 5064, roll pan, 15 1/2 xl0 1/2 xl inch, with narrow end. Cool on wire rack a
this hearty pumpkin spice cake
aluminum foil or waxed paper; least 1 hour.
Min neapolis, MN 55460.
warm, but it is also delicious cooled.
Unroll cake. Beginning at narro
generously grease. Beat eggs in small
Pumpkin Cake Roll
COLONIAL PUMPKIN
bowl on high speed about 5 minutes end, spread about half of the orange
With Frozen Yogurt Filling
SPICE CAKE
or until very thick and lemon colored. yogurt on one-fourth of the cake an
(12 servings)
Pour eggs into large bowl. Gradu- about half of the vanilla yogurt on
3 eggs
I cup whole wheat flour
ally beat in granulated sugar. Beat the next one-fourth of the cake.
s pice; set a s id e. Stir togethe r minutes. Invert onto serving plate.
1 cup granulated sugar
½ cup all-purpose flour
pumpkin and buttermilk; set aside. Serve warm or cooled with whipped
in pumpkin and lemon juice on low Repeat with remaining yogurt to
2/3 cup canned pumpkin
½ teaspoon baking soda
2. Beat margarine, su gars and topping.
speed.
Mix flour, baking powder, cover remaining cake. Roll up
1
teaspoon
lemon
juice
¼ teaspoon salt
eggs until smooth and creamy. Add
cinnamon,
ginger, nutmeg and salt; carefully (remove towel). Place cake,
1
cup
Softasilk
cake
flour
1 ¼ teaspoons pumpkin pie spice pumpkin mixture alternat ely with
" NOTE : Rema in ing can n ed
gradually
stir
in by hand just until seam side down, on piece of alumi1
teaspoon
baking
powder
¾ cup canned, solid pack
flour mixture, mixing well. Stir in ¼ pumpkin may be frozen for later
batter is smooth. Pour into pan, num foil. Wrap securely in foil;
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
pumpkin*
use.
When
combining
ingredients,
cup of the walnuts.
spreading batter into corners. freeze . Remove from freezer about
½ cup buttermilk
1 teaspoon ground ginger
3. Grease (n ot oil) l ½ -quart mixtu re may appear slightly cur6 tablespoons margarine,
15 minutes before serving. 10 to 12
dled.
Sprinkle
with nuts.
1/2
teaspoon
ground
nutmeg
round glass casserole. Sprinkle resoftened
servings.
Bake
12
to
15
minutes
or
until
1/2
teaspoon
salt
maining ¼ cup walnuts in bottom
Nutrient Information
¾ cup firmly packed brown
High Altitude Directions (3500
toothpick inserted in center comes
1 cup chopped nuts, if desired
of ca sserole. Spread batter over
(per serving)
sugar
6500
feet ): Heat oven to 400°.
out
clean.
Immediately
loosen
cake
nuts.
Powdered
suga
r
230
Calories
¼ cup granulated sugar
Decrease granulated sugar to 3/4 cu
4. Microcook at MEDIUM (50%)
from
edges
of
pan;
invert
onto
towel
1
pint
vanilla
frozen
yogurt,
5g
Protein
2 eggs
for 13 minutes, rotating casserole
sprinkled with powdered sugar . pl us 2 tablespcvns and bakin '
softened slightly
llg
Fat
½ cup coarsely chopped
twice during cooking. T hen microCarefully remove foil; trim off stiff powder to 3/4 teaspoon. Beat egg •
46mg
1 pint orange frozen yogurt,
Cholesterol
walnuts
cook at HIGH (100%) for 2 minutes
30g
edges of cake if necessary. While hot, about 3 minutes or until foamy.
Carbohydrates
softened slightly
1. Stir together whole wheat flour, or until wooden pick inserted in
163mg
Sodium
So~asilk
~
is
a
registered
trademark
of
Gerural
Mills,
Inc.
11-purpose flour, soda, salt and center comes out dry. Let sta nd 10

Fuel Monday Night Football Fans With Great
Tasting Finger
F d

American Cuisine Comes Back

A

Baking for the Holidays
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Hal Willams Joins The Consortium of Concerned Voters in Fundraiser
Even though Ralph Waite
candidate for the 37th
Congressional District was a
long shot for the seat held by
Al McCandless, he didn't
give up and came within 5
percentage points of taking
the seat from him. In a district, considered safe by the
National Republican party,
Waite was able.with the help

from a few friends from the Consortium of Concerned the Waltons, says he is grateHollywood, and about 500 Voters, at the home of Sylvia ful to the man who stood up
grassroots workers to almost Martin, in Riverside.
fo r what was right. He stood
win the seat.
After an introduction by up to people in Hollywood
One of his staunch support- Ted Regans, Williams spoke who ca n make o r break an
ers was in town to help with about the candidate, his aspi - ac tor and he di d it for the
the tough campaign three days rations, his experience, hi s African Americans on the
before the election. It was the commitment and his account- show.
Waite told the crowd there
final in a series of fundrais- ablilty.
ers, attended, by Hal Williams.
Williams, who worked with is much that separates him
The reception was held by Waite on the television series fro m
McCandless.

Jane Foreman and Councilman Clarke greets WIiiiams

"McCandless has never done
anything to benefit Black
people." The minister said his
cause is one that God
approve s of and his strong
belief in God was evident to
the audience.
Sylvia Martin, president of
the organization was pleased

with the turnout, pleased with
the candidate, and happy, Hal
Williams, television star,
cared enough to come out and
support ·a candidate who
would make life better for
African Americans in the 37th
District. Two years will be
here before you know it and
another election will see
Waite the winner.

Melody Mayberry-Stewart and Delores Alley
welcome Hal

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson of Lake Elsinore and WIiiiams

Hal surrounded by Mary Tyne and Barbara Smith

First Lady, Liz Clarke greets WIiiiams
Mary Curtin, unidentified woman, Eliza 0anlely and WIiiiams

Ted Regans and WIiiiams

Ola Faye Stephens, James White, Rose Oliver and Hal

WIiiiams, Dr. G. Strathmore and
HIiiyer visiting from Pittsburgh

Gary

Woolfolk and Hal Williams
Hal WIiiiams and Casandra Banks
Hal (Rear), Dr. G. Strathmore, Dr. Lula
Mae Clemons and Richard Palmer
(Rear)

Renaldo and
WIiiiam s

Kat h leen

Barros

with

Hal

et:.

e

WITH OUR THANKSGIVING BUFFET
10 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. November 22 1990
The ~urkey is stuffed ~d you will be, too, with our specially-seasoned
dressing, surrounded with cranberries, mashed potatoes, and all of the
Thanksgiving trimmings. Finish of your main course with an assortment
of our selected homemade pies, cakes, and deserts. Let us put the Thanks
back in Thanksgiving.
Reservations requested.
Adults ..............................................$14.95
Children·························:·················$ 7.95
(Children under 5-free)

The San Bernardino Hilton
285 E. Hospitality Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(714) 889-0133 Ext. 181
Please mention this ad when you call
Sylvla Martin and Hal WIiiiams

J
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Cajon High Principal Plans Positive teps In Aftermath of Student Unrest·
Cajon High School principal,
Judy Browne, told parents that
the school does plan to take
proactive steps to ensure the
safety of all students and to discover ways to avoid future
clashes between groups of students. Browne spoke to about
250 parents attending a meeting
held recently in the school gym
to discuss recent fights between
Black and Hispanic students.

She said she shared their concerns and, like them, wanted the
school to return to normal so
that the outstanding educational
programs could continue. "We
want our students back in
school. It is safe and we intend
to take the necessary steps to see
that it remains safe."
Browne outlined several steps
and said she and her administration have devised to tackle the

problems. These steps involved
meeting with the elected student
body leadership, staff and student peer counselor cultural
worlcshops, diversity training for
staff with the assistance of Cal
State San Bernardino, and
developing a Parent-Staff
Advisory Committee.
The training will focus on
strategies for managing tension
based on ethnic, racial or reli-

gi ous differences. Meetings
have been held and will be
ongoing to get suggestions on
what staff can do to help.
She reiterated that so far the
school's investigations have not
shown the problem to have been
ra:ce related although the fights
we re between Blacks and
Hi spanics. Nor, she said, has
there been shown to be any gang
connection. "We want to get to

the bottom of the problem; we
want to find out just what
caused it."
Of the 28 students who were
suspended in the aftermath of
the fights, she said six were
readmitted on October 31, six
were re-admitted on November
1, four re-admitted November 6,
one had transferred at the Adult
Education Program, three have
been recommended for expul-

sion, and eight cases are pend-.
ing meetings with the parents::
and receipt of police reports.
.
Browne said communication
will be the key to solving the·
problems and that ongoing dia-.
logue will be maintained with
all groups.
·

Blacks Boycott Schools In Dade County Florida
By DEREK JOY

The real action was far
removed from the streets surrounding the Dade County
Schools
Administration
Bullding where throngs of
African Americans gathered in
a boycott.
It was election day when
former U.S, Senator Lawton
Chiles would unseat incumbent
Govenor Bob Martinez while
South Florida Congressional
seats were retained by incumbents E. Clay Shaw, Larry
Smith, William Lehman, Ileana
Ros-Lehtinen and Dante
Fascell, respectively.
Meanwhile, boycott organizers who were primarily Black
ministers, sought to redress Ihe
Issue or Deputy Schools
Superintendent Dr. Tee S .
Greer was bypassed over the
top job in favor of Octavio
Visiedo, a Hispanic male with
much less time in the system

and who doesn't have a doctorate. Associate Superintendent
Dr. Solomon Stinson was also
bypassed.
But at the same time the
Black ministers were touting
the boycott to voice their displeasure over the choice of
superintendents, they were also
supporing passage of the one
cent sales tax increase in Dade
County. The penny sales tax
increase failed by a wide margin.
Still, the boycott made a significant impact on the Dade
Public School System in its
entirety.
Counting the students in
each of his first four classes at
Edison Middle School, which
numbered 31, Derek Latson, a
seventh grader, said: "There
hardly people in school today.
And the cafeteria had only
about 50 students when its usually overcrowded."

Much of the boycott was
centered around experience as
a teacher for a civics lesson,
according to some participants,
who cited the civil rights
marches and boycotts during
the era of the late Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King , Jr., nonv·iolent protests against discrimination.
Discrimination was a crucial
factor in the decision to organize the boycott as a result of

having no less than two highly
qualified Africa.n Americans
twice passed over in the same
year for the Dade Schools
superintendency.
"I supported the boycott. I
told my son and daughter-inlaw to keep my grandchildren
out of school. It's for them.
They need to experience how
to fight for their rights ," said
Rose
"But more th an that they

need to know that Dr. Greer
was qualified for the job and
didn't get it. Even though he
had been interim superintendent twice and had done everything his superiors had asked of
him," Jefferson continued.
"The boycott was symbolic.
It was a show of unity," concluded Jefferson.
Nevertheless, others felt as
though the boycott simply
opened doors for people to take

advantage of virtually any
cause they support to stay
home from school, take days '.
off from work, or to boycott.
~
Yet few have denied that ,
Greer deserved the superinten- ·
dent's job after 31 years when ·
Visiedo had only 17: years in ,
the system and no doctorate . '
The same is true of Stinson, "' '
who has a doctorate and 30years in the system.

....

Student Receives
Dean's List Award
Martin Luther. King Jr. ,
Middle School Academy' s
Kristina Murphy, was selected.
as the second recipient of the
principal 's Dean's List Award
for her outstanding leadership
and hi gh grades. Kristina
received a certificate, a tee shirt,
and dinne r with the vi ce
principal. She is in Mr.
Middlewood 's 7th grade class.

Child Watch
Parent Involvement Crucial
To Learning
"Which square is different?"
his mother asked, pointing to a
row of shapes on a work sheet.
Four-year-old Ray looked determined and scanned the choices.
"That one ," he excl aimed,
choqsing the correct square.
His mother Mary, beamed. She
is helping him learn some knew
concepts before Ray returns to
his preschool class at the local
elementary school.
A few months ago, Mary
would not have attempted to
help Ray with his lessons. She
is a single mother, raising children in a run-down housing developm ent. Mary did not
believe she had the ability or
anything valuable to teach
the m.
But recently, she
receiv ed help f rom a special
program that helped her build
the skills and the confidence to
actively participate in her chil. dren 's studies.
HIPPY (Home Instruction
Program
fcrr
Preschool
Youngsters) is a " parenting"
program , but does more than
give advice. Tutors teach parents how to stimulate their child ren's mind s throu gh a 30week, step-by-step prog ram.
The program's school readiness
initiative is aimed at educationally disadvantaged 4 and 5 year
olds.
HIPP Y began is Tulsa,
Oklahoma in 1984, and now has
33 sites in 13 states, as well as
sites in 23 countries.
T he home-based program
hires mothers from the community and trains them as tutors.
The tutors are then sent to their

neighbors' homes - mostly
single- parent households providing materials and guidance on how to work with their
preschool children . Parents
learn through role-play, then
wo rk directly with their chil dre n. They als o have thei r
progress chartered during home
visits.
Struggling parents, especially
single-parent mothers who had
neg ative educational experi ences or dropped o.ut of school,
have low self-esteem like Mary
did. They believe they cannot
~ontribute , but want their childre n to do well and e xpect
learning to take place in school.
"This program puts the parents back in the driver's seat,"
says a coordinator of an earlychildhood program. The program provides the means for
them to help their kids. H[PPY
also provides opportunities for
parents to meet other parents, to
participate impersonal development activities.
Ra y and hi s mothe r have
developed and active parentchild relationship that benefits
them both, but is also essential
for him to progress in school.
She wants to give him all the
support
-- he.. needs.
.
,..
. ,.
, • .._ __ _,_
Strengthening family ri tuals
can benefit everyone: prayers if
you are religious, and if not,
regular family meals and gatherings. Parents must plan activities with their children, listen to them, and be moral examples for them. If we cut corners , they will too. If we lie,
they will too.
Parental involvement is very
important in deve loping ou r
children 's academic and social
skill s. Othe rwise, too m any
children attend classes emotionally unprepared to interact, contribute, or learn.

...

...

Every morning millionsof chifdren go to school on an
empty stomach. They're more than just hungry. They're
missing out on their chance to learn, to make their dreams
come true.
Numerous studies have documented the vital link
between good nutrition and a child's ability to learn. That's
why Kraft General Foodssupportsorganizationsacross the
country that help meetthe need. We're working to expand
school breakfast and lunch programs, and to organize
summerfeeding programsto provide year-round nutrition.
We know the successof our children tomorrow depends
on the dreams we feed today.

i~.
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Marla Gibbs Says: "Progress Is Always B eing Made"
1

Marla Gibbs, the television
actress ,and producer, urged participants at the 15th anniversary
ceremonies of "The Skanner"
newspaper, to remember that
"Progress is always being made,
even in the middle of chaos!"
· In a well-received speech,
Ms. Gibbs stressed that minorities build whatever is needed,
using whatever resources they
have, "To make our communities what we want them to be."
'' Ms. Gibbs said: "My quest is
to rebuild the Los Angeles'
Black community. That's what I
am about."
The star of the popular television series, "227," acknowledged Los Angeles' major problems of drugs, street gangs and
. "13 and I 4 year-old children
having children."
She said: "These are our children. We must teach them and
make certain that the schools
teach them what they need to
know to compete in this world."
The publisher of "The
Skanner" newspaper, Bernie
Foster, had especially wanted
Ms. Gibbs to speak with the
more than 600 guests gathered
at the newly-built Portland
Convention Center. "I knew of
Ms. Gibbs' inspirational
development efforts in Los
Angeles and wanted my readers
and supporters to hear about
them also," Foster said.
The popular television series,
"227," has been cancelled, Ms.
Gibbs told the group, adding,
that she's happy though that
'227' ran for five full years.
That was God's blessing and I
thank him for it. Now I'm looking forward to whatever is coming - I know it will be a blessing."
A native of Chicago, Ms.
Gibbs moved to Los Angeles in

Sharron Boone's opening, Councilman Sam
and Trustee Joe Baca Visited the shop.

Balloons-N-Gift Shop Celebrates
Grand Opening In San Bernardino

Marla Gibbs and Bernie Foster Accept Congressional Proclamation
1968, and appeared in numerous
· While the Crossroads Arts awards were presented for peracting roles before joining "The Academy teaches - and pro- sons who have distinguished
Jeffersons" television series in vides a forum for- persons in- th em selves in the areas of
1975. For 11 seasons, her role in volved in the entertainment heal th, education, business,
"The Jeffersons" as Florence, field, Ms .. Gibbs said the school comm unity affairs and youth
the maid, became an indelible also instructs students in how to programs.
part of television history.
earn a living within urban
A recent congratulatory letter
In 1982 Ms. Gibbs founded growth areas.
from President Bush to Foster,
the Crossroads Ans Academy,
"We are training waiters and and his wife, "The Skanner"
"a school for nurturing talent for waitresses too, since the hotel editor, Bobbie Dore Foster, said:
young and old" in Los Angeles' industry is booming," she said.
"I can well appreciate how
inner city. The Academy has
"So many things can be done much your publication has
produced several highly · right where you are," Ms. Gibbs meant to the people of your
acclaimed productions, includ- said, "We have the ability to c6mmunity over the years. It
ing the play, "227," the theatri- rebuild our communities."
has been the 'family album' and
cal precursor of the television
"The Skanner" presented its a link to the world, a record of
series. Ms. Gibbs starred as a Corporate Involvement Awarp happenings, great and small,
housewife on the ~eries until it to Thomas Schropshire, retired mat people care about and want
was cancelled earlier this year.
Senior Vice President, Mille 1 to remember."
Brewing Company. Othe

On The Money
By Serra Syndication
Giving Homage Where It Is
Due: The Executive Leadership
Council, a network of black
executives, recently handed out
their coveted "Heritage Award"
to Naylor Fitzhugh, who is only
the second black to earn an
MBA at Harvard Business
School. Ironically, Fitzhugh
didn't get to use it until 1965 (32
years later), when he was hired
by Pepsico and went on to lead
the first corporate ad effort
directed at black consumers. The
80-year old business pioneer
was reco_gnized for his "lifelong
contributions to AfricanAmerican
business
adv ancement."
Executive Sweet: Sylvia
Rhone has been named as a
C,EO of East West America, a
new division of Atlantic Records
in New York City. With this
appointment, Rhone becomes
the first black woman to head a
major record label. Formerly
se,nior vice president/GM of
Af.).antic Records, she had been
th~ highest-ranking female at
Atlantic, and the highest-ranking
bl,ack female in the record
in~ustry. "It would be nice to say
th;H whether you're black or
wpite or a man or a woman
dqesn't make a difference, but it
do,es," says Rhone, who signed
·oq with Atlantic in 1985 as
di{ector of national black music
prpmotion. "I've worked in this
business for 15 years, and I've
had to work harder than my
m~e counterparts, so it feels like
it's a small victory."
Black Lawyers Get An
Edge: The Resolution Trust
Corp. (RTC), the nation's bailout
agency, has extended a giant
opportunity for minorities and
women to get a much bigger
share of their outside legal work,
valued at $500 million annually.
The program, which was
developed in 1988, is affording
minor!,ty-owned firms, the kinds

of work they had been
previously denied. The program
is set up to counter the fact that
minorities and women have
made little progress among the
country's top law firms.
Congress added steam in the
establishment of the program
with the implementation of its
1988 bailout law, instructing the
RTC to encourage minorities
and women to bid for the
agency's
outside
work.
Additionally, the program is
giving big white law firms a
reason to recruit minority
lawyers so that they too, can
share in the bonanza. (However,
to counter the hiring of "token
blacks," the RTC requires proof
that minorities and women are
actually doing the work). Aside
from fueling a recruitment
strategy, the program is also
encouraged by the number of big
firms that are now copartners
with minority firms to take part
in the opportunity. Average
contracts are estimated to be in
the $2-3 million range (yearly).
Speaking of money... $20 $25,000 weekly is what former
rap star Will Smith of "The
Fresh Prince of Bel Air" is
reportedly earning as an actor
these days .... And if you 're a
single parent within a low
income bracket, you just might
be missing out on an earned tax
credit. That's according to IRS
officials who are concerned that
some working single parents are
filing incorrectly as single
taxpayers and not as "heads of
households." A change in status.
if applicable, could result in a
credit of up to $953 in 1990.
(Single tax-payers are not
eligible for the credit). At any
rate, the IRS has launched a
study into the matter, after it was
brought to their attention that
some lower income single
mothers, were missing out on
the credit. In the meantime, if
you have any questions, contact
your nearest IRS office.

The Ti ~ouble
With ~SBOS
Selling your home without
the help of a real estate professional might look good on the
surface - after all, you could
save the cost of a commission.
In reality however, it could very
well end up costing you much
more than the commission you
thought you were saving. May I
suggests you ask yourself some
important questions before
deciding to "go it alone."
Are you aware of the legal
requirements connected with
selling a home in today's market? Will you know what to do
if the buyer demands recession
of the sale or cancellation of the
deal? Do you know how to protect yourself in terms of warranties and disclosures? If not,
you could find yourself in trouble.
Are you prepared to negotiate
with buyers? Remember that
bu·yers are adversaries with
goals directly opposite those of
the seller. While you want to
keep the price up, they want to
get the price down. · While you
may want to take everything
with you, they may want you to
throw in the refrigerator, curtains, and furniture.
Are you willing to give up
your evening and weekends
waiting for buyers to call or
drop by? Every time an interested party comes by, you'll have
to show them the house. It
doesn't matter if· you' re not
awake yet, a family member
isn't well, or the house is cluttered. In the buyer's mind, there
are plenty of houses to see and
plenty of real estate agents to
show them. If you're not prepared to show your home at

SDB Balloons-N-Gifts,
Forever Flowers by Rita and
Fenix Systems, a computer
sales, and repair business
opened November 2,and 3,
1990, in an incubator located
at 416 N. H Street in Suite 3.
SOB is an offshoot from
An Evening Affair, said its
owner Sharon Boone. Boone
was in the business of
weddings from the rental of
gowns to coordinating the
wedding. She still does this
and still has An Evening
Affair, however her new
business allows her to reach a
wider base of people
including businesses, who are
looking for unique gifts.
One of the hottest gift
ideas is the placing of almost
any gift inside of a balloon.
She also has gift baskets,
with any theme, birthdays,
baby showers, weddings, to
include fruit and gifts.
Forever Flowers by Rita, is
owned by Rita Best. Best is a
first time business owner. Her
business came from her
hobby of floral design. As
she showed her creations to
family
mempers
and
employees
at
Shay
Convalescant Home, where

she works as a nurse, and
they encouraged her fo sell
them . She did. She began at
Valley College's Market
Night and met Boone. When
she found out about the .space
availble, she and Boone
agreed, she then became the
second business in the three
person incubator. Best does
silk flowers any color, any
design. She also sells ans and
craft
items
including
ceramics.
Saul Silva, makes up the
final business in the space.
Orginally from Mexico,he
attends school and also holds
down anotqer job. His wife
helps him in the business, he
took his hobby, repairing
electronic items, and started
the business. He builds made
to order computers, sells IBM
compatable
computers,
services and repairs them and
can network any system.
Fenix Systems Unlimited, is
truly unlimited in what they
repair. He also repairs radios
and VCRs.
The
ribbon
cutting
ceremony
by the San
Bernardino Chamber of
Commerce
was
held
November 2.

Forever Flowers, owner Rita Best
their convenience, they'all probably just look elsewhere. In
addition, when you're showing
your home yourself, you have
of knowing if lookers are really
prospective buyers until they're
actually inside your home.
Can you answer their financing question? Most home buyers
k:now little about financing a
home and will expect the real
e.Hate agent, or you, to help Mrs. Saul Sliva works on Computer
them. If you can't, the sale may
be lost.
Is the market hot, warm, or'.
cold? In warm or cold markets,
buyers tend to be particularly
_Q O
Q
0
finicky. They want to find the
O n·1··GP
U~
A
,...
w,.I
O
\;bOv,
perfect home at the perfect
O
price, with a minimum of effort
Q
and stress on their part.
A real estate professional,
should make sure your home is
shown at your convenience and
only to qualified buyers. Also
can handle negotiations so that
both parties are satisfied with
tlie terms of the sale and makP
sure all necessary disclaimers
and warranties are made and
that your sale comp1ies with the
legal requirements in your area.
20% off all purchases over $10
Students & Seniors Citizens get additional 5% off (with ID
Larry Hlines
and a Copy of this ad)

Call 682-6070 to subscribe

to The Black Voice News

SDB Balloons-N-Gifts

Offering: Balloons Bouquets, Gifts in a balloon, talking
balloons, imprinted balloons, gift baskets, Hot air balloons,
and balloon decorating.

416 ~- "H" Street, San Bernardino CA (714) 384-1989

-.
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Moreno
Valley
:·News
By Charles 'Ledbetter

I
f

Thursday November 15, 1990

CELEBRATE
THE OPENING
OF OUR NEW
STORES IN
CATHEDRAL
CITY at
STOCKTON.

PRICES GOOD WED., NOV. 14

THRU THURS. NOV. 22.
SOME ITEMS AT REGULAR PRICES.
NOT All DEPARTMENTS, ITIMS
OI PRICES ADVERTISED ARI
AVAIWU Al TNRIITT JR.

Citizens or Moreno Valley:
Thank You for your support
during the election November·
6th, for the Moreno Valley
School Board of Education. You
can be sure that I will do all
within my power to make sure
every cent spent in this district
will be used to keep Moreno
Valley the top educational facility in America.
Thanks again for your confidence and your caring attitude.
(Charlie)

As We Live And Breathe:
Often when ·a group of people
get together to discuss proposed
· programs or problems, alot is
, left unsaid. Following a few
questions will be addressed and
discussed in a general manner
as an attempt to bring about a
social consciousness that will
help us all realize the important
of showing respect for each
other, and to bring about the
realization that we all need
someone to lean on, or at least
count on.
Eacp individual could ask
themselves a number of questions when in doubt about how
they stand with society. First
pray, get right with GOD. Then,
to yourself or a trusted friend
ask these questions: I. Am I
doing the very best possible job
I can to make my home, community and school a better place
to live, love. work or get an
education?; 2. Do I really like
myself? It is not easy to respect
and love another, if you do not
love and respect yourself.; 3. Do
you respect all people, are you a
bigot? Young people will follow
your example and practice what
they see you do. My happiness
and success in life depends
upon how I love and respect my
fellowman. God is good.
One Person: One person can
make a difference. One person
can destroy the heart and mind
of one child and many children.
One person can open the hearts
and minds of children, can
instill a feeiing of true worth
and human dignity that will
enable a child to surmont the
tragedies of poverty, of prejudice, of futility. We need'nt go
further than the nearest classroom to. find a child who
already knows he/she is nobody.
Just one person can ·at least help
him/her know that they are
somebody. You are the person in the classroom and at home.
Together we can save our children.
At Your Service: We now
have D & D meats in the
Moreno Valley area, thls is a
business under the directions of
a young Black man that features
fresh cuts of quality meats. His
shop is located at 3865 N. Perris
Blvd. (Romano Expressway at
Perris Blvd.)
Vanguard Traffic School is
located at 24099 Postal Ave.
Suite 205. This is the operation
of Dennis Swain.
- God is comfortable with families. He himself is our Father,
and His Son Jesus Christ is our
· Brother. Everything about God
is family-oriented, so it should
; come as no surprise that when a
family gathers in prayer before
Him, He readily takes His place
among them.
('Thomas Parker)
P.S . Moreno Valley is my
family.

MlllER
BEER
REFRESHING TASTE

7•UP

ORIGINAL OR CHERRY

99

C

LAURA
SCUDDER'S
POTATO CHIPS

S&W
VEGETABLES

00

C

12-0Z. 10
17-01.

~ ....Uf

12-0Z. CANS

ROBITUSSIN
COUGH SYRUP

99
EACH

8-0Z.

KAMCHATKA
VODKA

PREMIUM DISTILLED

99,m~,
LIMIT 6

SllM•FIST
DELICIOUS DIET PLAN

99,,.,.

• Chocolate
• Vanilla
• Chocolate Malt
• Strawberry
399.
CHOCOLATE oa PEANUT BUTTER BARS. 10',....

• CUNllHY Jtlla COCKTAIL
•CUNAl't'U

• WNltASPIEHY
• CRANIEHY LO-CAL

• CltANllUDEHY

01/CevER

IS now
HIRING AT MOST LOCATIONS
SEE THE STORE MANAGER AT THE THRIFTY NEAR YOU FOR DETAILS
t

(
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Automobiles

Employment

FOR
SALE
1988 Dodge Van - Model
250 fully-loaded $45,000
miles, $15,00
686-1290
Tues-Sat Only

---------1
ATTENTION
ATTENTION

PERRIS UNION HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT

Offers The Following
Job Opportunity
Payroll Specialist
12 mo. position assigned to
Business Office to handle
classified payroll and other
duties. Salary $1679-$2150
per month.
Excellent benefit program.
Test will be administered.
Deadline to apply at
District Office is Friday,
November 16, 1990 at 4:30
p.m.
Personnel Office
Perris Union High School
District
1151 North "A" Street
Perris, CA 92370

Be A Solution To The
Problem
Black Voice News will
join the Salvation Army
in a Can Food Drive for
the Holiday Season
Bring a can of food and
join the list of
contributions in this
column
we will withhold names
(71 4) 943-6369
if requested.
Let's make our list longer
POLICE RECORDS
than any other.
Help the Black Voice and CLERK
3 yrs. of gen. clerical exp.
Salvation Army to feed
of which 1 yr. involved the
the hungry
maint. of law enforce.
Bring a can of food to:
records and equivalent to
3585 Main St, Riverside
or 1583 W. Bas~line S.B. H.S. grad.
Apply by 11/21//90
You will be blessed
CITY OF
RIVERSIDE
Personnel Department
4075 Main Street Suite 100
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 782-5571
AEO/AAE/M-F

11--------.11

Are you between the
ages 16-24? Not in
school?
Low
Income? Can't find
a good job? JOB
CORPS is a free,
government funded
job training program. Students receive basic education (high school
diploma or GED),
vocational training
and job pl\1-cement
services.
CALL 888-8128 or
1-800-JOB CORP
for more information.
Christian
School
Teacher. Salary beginning $1100 per
month. Pre-School
level.
Apply
at
1245
N.
Mt.
Vernon. 9 am -· 3
pm (714) 885-5323

Thursday November 15, 1990
$$$$$
Government Grants ,
Loans, Housing, CA
Benefits, Minorities, etc,
Millions given yearly.
Anyone can apply. Take
advantage. For 100%
info, addresses, and phone
numbers to apply
immediatley. Send $10.00
mo or cash to : Richard
Gonsalves P.O. Box 1344
San Bernardino, Ca 92402

Sell it,
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Stuffer Needed Now!
Earn $$$ At Home
Send SASE:
Stuffers Unlimited
P.O. Box 4744
NAFB, CA 92409

**

Careers in ...
Loan Processing
Title Insurance Industry

4 LINES, 4 WEEKS FOR $14

loan Processing:

In The Black Voice News Classified ads
Every Thursday.
Call 682-6111 to place your ad with The
Black Voice News Electronic Secretary.
Leave your ad , with your name, address and
phone number. We will bill you.
You can also mail your ad with payment to
The Black Voice News, 3585 Main Street, Suite
201 , Riverside 92501 or come by the office and
place your ad in person.

Qualifyin g prospects for VA, FHA and
convent ional loans
Processing acc ount:.
Orderin g v erificati ons
Making good faith estimates

Title Insurance Industry:
Title search
Pulling documents
Customer service
Property profiles

Marry Instantly
Licensed/ clergy.
$29.00. No blood test,
your home or mine.
(714) 882-6396.

!llii~ m~~ ·, @H~~ J~r1~~~
Tu blalld Empirts ••ws iD Black GDcl fili!m

EASY PAYMENTS ~4~
WE CAN HELP YOU
-? 1 ~ #L
ESTABLISH /RE-ESTABLISH

CANCER

~ T1fc NQ'll:.. ~

* * * * *

INLAND EMPIRE UNIT

PS NEED CASH FAST?
•

3800 W. RAMSEY
BANNING

714-849-8888

SCHAFFER
MOTORS
2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

Real Estate Education Careers c an provide an
excellent foundation for those seeking t o prepare
themselves for entry into Mortgage Banking and
Title Insurance Industry .

~.,:;.,:t'

GOOD CREDIT

SOCETY

HOCK YOUR
WHEELS!

.

8tP 50nJy

,

WEDDINGS

FOR MORE INFORMATION
LISTEN TO:

Enjoy a high-quality c hurch
service for small or large
g roups at o low cost. Up
to 300 guests Receplion
hall available. Liceme

VICTORY CHAPEL
884·6105

.

. ..

, "_': ,

,'

Nice Two Bedroom,
1
Bath.
Owner •
Anxious.
Great ·
Starter Home for
$75,000 .
Call
Claude at (714)875-

8411

2831 University Ave· Riverside, CA 92 507

The best prices on the
best tires with the best service guaranteed ? Its all at
my Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers.

22, I f)f)O

•

Real Estate
Educational Center

5395 MISSION

,,

Nf)\

!

(714) 684-6000 (714) 684-3856

RUBIDIOUX 'RIVERSIDE

714-682-1200

~i:

Call Today! ' . - -

The best tires
At t he best price
& the best service
Guaranteed'

7E)llll~ll

MONEY FINDER
Home equity loans, save
home from forclosure and
spiritual and financial
help. Call (714) !14!1•
1161.
(11 / 10)

Church?
Why Go To Las V~as?

"Believe in Yourself"

AP'' CARS

AMERICAN

•

HOUSE FOR RENT
Former Model Home
3 bdrms., new carpet,
Jurupa
Hills
area.
$825.00 per mo., good
employment and credit
references req.
Contact Mr. Summers
Ebon y Arts (714) 5!16•
7111

Don 't Have A Home

PARTNERS IN SAVING LIVES

Unit.ad
way

Educational "hands-on", personalized classroom
training. Job placement, travel and child care
assistance available at NO COST to qualified
applicants.

TRUE MATCH
MAGAZINE
The world's largest
single's magazine for
marriage-minded coast
to coast (as seen on T. V.)
reaching over $145,000
monthly! Over 300 with
photo full descriptions
each monthly issue .
Copy $3.00 refundable.
Intro-Club P.O. Box
1540 Dept. w, Banning,
CA 92220-1540.

or

0937. ,, ,,

(714)874- ·

r,a~]

James White, President
lube , fitter and oil change is
free.
So the next time your
car needs tires service or
repair - Come see us.

We will beat anyone's
price on Goodyear tires and
our Certified Mechanics will
have your car ready at the
time promised or you next

r-----~-~-~-------,r-----------------,
69
15
Goodyear Certified Auto Service C e nte rs lnl~nd E mpire Tire, Inc

I

I$
I
I
I._

Service
includes:
• Replace pads
and shoes

95 •
.
•

II

Repack bearings on non drive axles
Resurface/drums/rotors
Inspect calipers, Wheel Cylinders &
hydraulics
Adjuat and road test

I
I
I
I

Offer includes:

I$
.88 •
I
•
I
••
I~ _,...,.,. ,......_,

I

Drain all & 1'9plaCll up to 5 qts/30wt. I
FREE - 12 pt. vehlcle Inspection
I
FREE • 4 tire rotation
I
lnatall new tilter
L brlca
ha I
I
u
le c ss a
1

_________________ ... _________________ _.

1

per axeI

Brake Special •

3553 Merrill Ave
Riverside CA 92506

1 1

Lube Oil & FIiter '

ASK ABOUT OUR

NATIONWIDE

5520 Van Buren Blvd
Riverside CA 92503

SEVICE WARRANTY

1-800-69-TI RE 1

'='ii a lZJEB i!!I

1-800-69-TIRE2

Legals
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The filing of this statement
Established the
6714 Brockton Ave.
does not of itself authorize the use
Following goal for
Riverside, CA 92507
in this state of a fictitious business
Disadvantaged Business
I.aha Brown
name in violation of the righl5 of
Ente_!Prise Program
4290 Michael St
another under federal, state, or
(DBb) involvement in
Riverside, CA 92507
federally funded
This business is conducten by: common law (Sec. 14400 Et Seq.
B & PCode)
construction projects.
an individual
Statement filed with the
Overall Goal _ 10%
This regis1ran1 commenced 1o
County • enc of Riverside County
The goal was
transaa business under the
developed pursuant to the fictitious business name or names on October 17, 1990.
. I hereby certify that this copy
1987 S"urface
listed above on October 1982
1s a correct copy of the original
Transportation and
!SI Laha Brown
statement on file in my office.
Uniform Relocation
The filing of this Slalemenl
William Conerly
Assistance Act
does nol of itself authorize the use
County aerie
(STURAA), applicable
111 this s1a1e of a fia.itious business
File No. 908137
through u.s. Department name in violation of the rights of
/P/11 -15 222912;61990
of Transportation assisted another under federal, slate, or
construction projects
common law (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq.
funded through the City of B & P Code)
F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS
Riverside Public Works
Statement filed with the
Department from October County Cleric of Riverside County NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is
1, 1990 through
on November 5, 1990
''
September, 30, 1 9 .
,· I hereby certify that this copy (are) doing business as:
Landmark Mortgage Co.
A description of the
s a correct copy of the original
RIG Servicing
goal is available fo_r_public statement on file in my office.
1450 University Ave.
tnSpe,ction from 8:00 a.m.
William Conerly
Riverside, CA 92507
to 5:00 p.m. Monday
County Cleric
Richmar Investment GP Inc.
through Friday, for a
File No. 908(,()6
California
period of 30 days
)118 1s 22 22 1220
This business is conducted by:
following the date of this
a Corporation
notice at:
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
This registrant commenced lo
Personnel Depanment
NAME STATEMENT
transact business under the
4075 Main Street, Suite
following person(s) is
fictitious business name or names
100 Riverside, CA 92501 (are)The
doing business as:
listen above on November 5, 1990
Comments on goal are
Soto's Sports Cards
Richard Johnson, President
for information purposes
6272 Van Buren Blvd.
The filing of this statement
only and will be accepted
Riverside, CA 92503
does not of itself authorize the use
at the above address for
in this state of a fictitiou s business
Andres Luis SolO
45 days from the date of
5480 Jurupa Ave.
name in violation of the rights of
this notice.
another under federal , state, or
Riverside, CA 92504

,,
' , The City of Riverside has
· .e11ablished the following goal
'for Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise Program (DBE)
. involvement in federally funded
consuuction projects.
Overall Goal - I 0%
,
The goal was developed
pursuant lo the 1987 Surface
T-ransportation and Unifonn
-Relocation Assistance Act
(STURAA), applicable through
U.S. Department of
T1'Jllsportati on assisted
-consuuction projects funded
through the City of Riverside
Public Worts Department from
October 1, 1990 through
September, 30, I 9 .
A description of the goal is
available for public inspea.ion
from 8:00 Lm. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday, for a
period of 30 days following the
date of this notice at:
Personnel Department 4075
.Main Street, Suite I 00
Riverside, CA 92501
Comments on goal a re for
information purposes only and
will be accepted al the above
address for 45 days from the
date of this notice.

Joe Mario Soto
152 E. Randall Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
Miguel Benjamin Soto
5682 Mitchell Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Richard Augustine Soto
5480 Ju rupa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by:
A General Partnership
This regist rant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or names
listed above on October 27, 1990
!SI Andres L Soto
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the use
in this state of a fia.itious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq.
B & P Code)
Statement filed with the
County Cleric of Riverside County
on November 5, 1990
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William Conerly
County Cleric
File No. 908614

common law (Sec. 14400 EL Sec.
B& PCode
Statement filed with the
County erlc of Riverside County
on November 7, 1990.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office
William Conerly
County erlc
File No. 908692

•

•

/P/!!-15 22 29 12-6 )990

ORDER
SHOW
TO
CAUSE
RE CHANG E OF NAME
Superio r
Court
or

California
County of Rlvers!de
Case No. 207872
In re the Change

or

Name or
Normallnda Cruz
Ernesto Cruz
Petitioner, Maria d e
los Angeles Arellano,
has filed II petition with
the Clerk or this court
for an order changing
applicant ' s name rrom
Norma llna and Ernesto
Cruz to Normalina and
Ernesto Arellano
IT IS ORDERED that a
cop y or thi s o rder to
show cause be published
In
Black
Voice
a
news paper of general
circulation publlshed In
Riversid e
Count y,
California, once a week
for
four
successive
weeks prior to the date
set fo r hea rin g on the
petition .
16,
October
Date d :
1990
Robert K . Garst
Judge of the Superior
Court
/ P / 10-25,11·
1 , 8,15 , 1990

FICTITI O US B USI NESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following p e rso n(s)
ls (are) dol ng bus iness
as:
Inland E mpire Bus iness
Resource Cente r
1 7 60
C hi c a go
AH.,
Bldg K
Rive rsid e, CA 92507
J od i Sutto n
42 61 Mai n S treet
Ri verside, C A 92501
J a mes D. S poonhower
4095 Terracina Dr.
Ri verside, C A 9 2506
Thi s busin ess Is con-

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STAT E M ENT
The followl n g p erso n (s)
Is (are) doing b usin ess
as:
The Kin g &
Food
Court
3965 Market St.
Riversid e, CA 925 01
·oK Song, C hang
11381 S. C hurc h S t.
Orange, C A 92669
This
bu si n ess
Is
conducted by:
110 Individ ua l
ducted b y:
Th Is
reg i s tr an t
an
U nlcorpor a ted
/Plll/8 JS 2229 J990
com m enced t o transact
A s s oci a tion
business
und e r
th e
T his r egistr ant
co m rlctltlo
u
s
bu
s
ine
ss
Statement or
men c ed
to
tran s a c t
nam e or n a m es lis ted
Abandonme nt Of Use Of
business und er the flctlFICTITIOUS BUSINESS Fictitious B usiness Name
a bove o n NIA.
tious business nam e
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) has
ISi Ok Son g C h a n g
n a mes lis t ed above o n
The following person(s) is
(have) abandoned the use of the
T he
flli n g
of
th e
10-1-90 .
(are) doing business as:
fictitious business name
Wand Empire Eviction Etc.
HELP-U-SELL Riverside East sta tement d oes not of
ISi
J a mes
D.
Itself a u t h orize t he use
· 4061 7th Street
at 1450 University Ave. # I
S p oo nh o w er
Riverside, CA 92502
Riverside, CA 92507.
in this state or a ric•
Th e
filin g
of
t h is
Tanya Humphrey
The fictitious business name
tltlous b u si ness na me
st ate m e nt does not or
5200 Chicago Ave. H-6
referred to above was filed in
vio latio n s
of th e
Riverside, CA 92507
Rive rside County on April 6, 1990 In
it self a u th o rize th e use
rights of a nother un d er,
Jimmie Battle Jr.
Sharon McCann
In this state or a fi cti5200 Chicago Ave. H-6
2843 N. Apple
federal,
s tat e,
or
tious bu sin e ss na m e In
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92376
common
l aw
(sec.
violation of th e r ig hts
This business is conducted by:
James 0. Cooper
14400 Et. Seq . B & P
..~ a General Partnership
12080 Pigeon Pass 8218
of anot h e r under fedCode)
This registrant commenced lo
This business was conducted
e ral, state, or co mmon
Statement file d with the
transact business under the
by a limited pannership
law (Sec.
14400
E t.
fictitious business nameo or names
!SI Sharon A . McCann
Coun t y
C ler k
of
Seq.
B
&
P
Code)
,listen above on 11-13-90.
This statement was filed with
Rivers ide C oun ty o n
Sta teme nt filed with the
, • , /S{fanya Humphery
the County Cleric of Riverside
October 22, 1990
, ; '.The filing of this statement
County on October 17, 1990.
C ounty
Clerk
of
I here by cer tify t h at
does not of itself authorize the use
,/P/1)-15 22 29 12-6, 1990
R i versi d e
County
on
'in this state of a fictitious business
this copy Is a correct
O ctob e r 2 4, 1990,
name in violation of the rights of
copy or th e origin al
Willi a m Conerly
another under federal, state, or
FIC TITIOUS BUSINESS
statemen t o n file In m y
common law (Sec. 14400 EL Seq. NAME STATEMENT
County
Clerk
office .
The following person(s) is
B&PCode)
File
No.
908318
(are) doing business as:
William C onerly
· Statement filed with the
/
P
/
11-1
,
8
,
15,22,
1990
Asia-Pacific Markel
County erk of Riverside County
Cou nty C lerk
456 1 La Siem Ave.
on November 13, 1990
F ile No. 908266
Riverside, CA 92505
• I hereby certify that this copyis
/P/10-25,11Abner B. Velasco
a correct copy of the original
1,8,15,199 0
11520 Gedney Way
stJUemcnt on file in my office
Riverside, CA 92505
· William Conerly
Romeo C. Torres
Some Tips For A Safe
H~ppy Home Hints
. County aerie
11 SS8 DelV~lle St.
File No. 908805
Holid
S
• Tis the season for givay ea son
inl!'. but be warv of MrAn P'Pr~
Riverside, CA 92505
/P/)1 -15 22 29 12-6
This business is conducted by:
Holidays are a rich time of
.')
a General Partnership
wa rmth and sharing- a time
~FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
This registrant commenced to
NAME STATEMENT
for celebration . But a skilled
1
transact business under the
burglar, a s wift pickpocket or
; The following person(s) is
fictitious business name or names a crafty con artist can quickly
,(are) doing business as
cool that warmth into some
Nationwide College Planning listed above on 11/1 /90
cold , hard realities.
IS/Abner B. Velasco
•Service
Although the holidays a re
The filing of this statement
23900 B Ironwood Ave. Su
does not of itself authorize the use a time of excite ment and ac292
in this state o f a fia.itious business tivity, they are also the peak
,. Moreno Valley, CA 92388
season for criminals who prey
name in violation of the rights of
'-Doyle GleM Pigg
on unsuspecting victims.
another under federal, slate, or
10745 Village Rd.
What can you do to he lp incommon law (Sec. 14400 Et.. Seq.
Moreno Valley, CA 92387
sure that your holidays are
; This business is conducted by: B &PCode)
safe and joyous? H e r e are
Statement filed with the
an individual
This registrant commenced to County Cleric of Riverside County som e tips from ADT Security
Systems, the world's leading
1transac1 business under the
on November 9, 1990.
supplie r of security syste m s,
I hereby certify that this copy
ll<etitious business name or names
to help you prese rve good
is a correct copy of the original
·listed above on November 13,
cheer a nd happiness through- at the door see king c h aritable
state ment on file in my office.
'.1990
out the New Year:
donations. Ask for identificaWilliam Conerly
• /S/Doyle Glenn Pigg
Shopping Sen se
ti?n and learn h ow the funds
County Cleric
·· The filing of this statement
File No. 908772
does not of itself authorize the use
• Stay a lert During this will be used. If you don't like
jn this state of a fictitious business
/P/11-IS 22 29 12-6 1990
fast-paced, "h~s tl e -bustle"
you h ~ar, decline to give
name in violation of the rights of
time of year , be extra cautious g Y do~ati;ns . Save your
·a nother under federal, state, or
a nd a lert to your s urround t _e ner~st y or an organizaFICTITIOUS BUSINESS i ngs. Take extra care to pro:
common law (Sec. 14400 Et Seq.
o your choice._
NAME STATEMENT
& P Code)
tect your wallet, pocketbook Iocki Be extra caubou~ about
The following person(s) is
:, Statement filed with the
and belongings, especially in w
ng doors a nd wmdows
f,ounty erk of Rive rside County (are) doing business as:
s tores , crowds and while dinh e n you leave t h e house. If
ing out.
you go away for a few days,
HELP-U-SELLOf
on November 13, 1990
I hereby certify that this copy Riverside/University
• S h op before dark if pos- ADT suggest~ t ha t you get a n
1450 University Ave. Suite I
is a-correct copy of the original
sible. And if you plan to be ~~~ma~c t~mer for you r
0
Riverside, CA 92507
• tatemcnt on file in my office
out late, invite a friend al ong . n eighi:.
· Ask a trusted
0
Sharon McCann
William Conerly County O erlc
• Park your car in a we lleep_ a n eye on
2843 Apple Ave
, File No. 908794
lit parking lot or n ear s treet your! house a nd p ick up your
h
ma1
Rialto, CA 92376
/P/IJ -JS 22 29 J2-6 J990
1g ts. Always roll up your
• · If
h
.
This business is conducted by windows tightly and lock your
you ave a Chnstmas
an individual
doors, even if you plan to be ~~e, use only fire-resistant
This registrant commenced lo away only for a s hort while.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
aments 8fd_ make s ur e
transact business under the
NAME STATEMENT
Have your keys in ha nd when :a~aSt year~ ligh t s are still
fictitious business name or names you return to the car and
The follo wing person(s) is
P ~r ~ork:ing ~rder. Never
1
listed above o n October 17, 1990 check the interior before get- t':": d hristmas lights unat(are) doing business as:
ISi Sharon McCann
FACE PLACE
tmg m.
I e ·

Thursday, November 15, 1990

IN CASE NUMBER
RE: MARRIAGE OF
LIPSCOME
D9 3 5 I g ORDER FOR
PUBUCATION OF
SUMMONS O R CITATION
Upon reading and filing
evidence consisting of a
declaration as provided in
Section 41 5.50 CCP by
STEPHEN LIPSCOMB and
it satisfactorily appearing
therefrom that the defendant,
respondent, or ciice JUDY
UBSCOMB cannot be served
with reasonable diligence in any
other manner specified in article
3, Chapter 4, Title 5 of the Code
of Civil Procedure, and it also
appearing from the verified
complaint or petition that a good
cause of action exists in this
aaion in favor of the plaintiff,
petitioner, o r ciice therein and
against the defendant,
respondent, or citee and that the
said defendant, respondent, or
citee is a necessary and proper
pany 1o the action or that the
pany to be served has or claims
an interest in, real or personal
propeny in this state that is
subject to the jurisdiction of the
Coun or the relief demanded in
the action consists wholly or in
pan in excluding such party from
any interest in such property:
NOW, on motion of
PE1TI1ONER Auomey(s) for
the Plaintiff(s), Petitioner(s), or
contcstant(s), ITIS ORDERED
that the service of said summons
or citation in this action be made
upon said defendant, respondent,
or citee by publication thereof in
BLACK VOICE NEWSPAPER,
a newspaper of general
circulation published al,
RIVERSIDE,California,hereby
designated as the newspaper
most lilcely to give notice to said
defendant; that said publication
be made at least once a week for
four successive weeks.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that • copy of said summons or
citation and of said complaint or
petition in this action be
forthwith deposited in the United
States Post Office, post-paid,
direa ed, 10 said defendant,
respondent, or citee if his
add~ss is ascertained before
expiration of the time prescribed
for the publication of this
summons or ci1atio11 and a
declaration of this mailing-or of
the fact that the address was not
ascen ained be filed a1 the
c~piration of~he time prescribed

for the publication.
DATED OCTOBER 21,
1990 CARVER E. HONN Judge
ORDERFORPUBUCATION
OF SUMMONS OR OTATION

ORDER FOR
PUBUCATION OF
SUMMONS OR CITATION
Case No. FL 846(,() Superior
Coun of San Bernardino County
Upon reading and filing
evidence consisting of a
declaration as provided in
Section 415.50 CCP by
MAURICE
MAURICE BRUCE
TOWNSEND, and it
satisfactorily appearing
therefrom that the defendant
respondent, or citee
'
ROSEMARY TOWNSEND
cannot be served with reaso~able
diligence in any other manner
specified in Article 3, Chapter 4,
Tille 5 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, and it also appearing
from the verified complaint or
petition that a good cause of
action exists in this aaion in
favor of the plaintiff, petitioner,
or citee therein and against the
defendant, respondent, orcitee
and that the said defendant,
respondent, or citee is a
necessary and proper patty to the
action or that the pany to be
served has or claims an interest
in, real or personal propeny in
this state that is subject 10 the
jurisdiction of the Coun or the
relief demanded in the action
consists wholly or in part in
~xclud~g such pany from any
111terest m such property NOW
on motion of DISSOLUTION
OF MARRIAGE Auomey(s) for
the Plaintiff(s), Petitioner(s), or
contestant(s), IT IS ORDERED
that the service of said summons
or citation in this action be made
upo? said defendan1,respondcn1,
or c1tee by publication thereof in
BLACK VOICE NEWS PAPER
a newspaper of general
'
circulation published at ,
California, hereby designated as
the newspaper most likely to
give notice 10 said defendant·
that said publication be mad; al
least once a week for four
successive weelcs.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy of said summons or
citation and of said complaint or
;>etition in this action be
forthwith deposited in the United
States Post Office, post-paid,

directed to said defendant,
respondent, or citee if his
address is ascertained before
expiration of the time prescribed
for the publication of this
summons or citation and a
declaration of tltis mailing or of
the-faa that the address was not
ascenained be ftled al the
expiration of the time prescribed
for the publication.
Daten
ll
ACIS Code 37098(01
ORDER FOR
PUBUCATION OF
SUMMONS OR CITATION
CCP § 415.501b) 13-01743-301
Rev. 7/83
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BROTHER-IN-LAW
WHO INSISTS TH£
MONEY -v:ou
GIVE TO
1
'
UNITED WAY
NEVERGETS TO THE
PEOPLEWHO NEED IT.
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There's Excitment in Every Turn!
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NGESHOW
LINCOLN• MERCURY• VOLKSWAGON
1600 Camino Real
SAN BERNARDINO
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>889-3514
Se Habla (714) 824-0270
Espanol
..
714
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All prices plus tax . license, doc. & smog fees. All prices
include all factory incentives & rebates.
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